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Portable Hard Drives + SSDs

New & Used Macs

Lightning Cable Central

From project drives to storage expansion, rugged portables are
where it’s at for on the go, at home, and in the office.

Save on your favorite Mac computers with a full lineup of new,
gently used, and refurbished models.

Experience the best selection and best supply around
for all of your lightning cable needs.

1.0TB
from $35.00

Laptops from $249.00
Desktops from $79.00

Up to 75% off
Clearance options too!
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Quality Solutions. Expert Support. Since 1988.
www.macsales.com / 1-800-275-4576
/ +1-815-338-8685
1-800-275-4576
+1-815-338-8685
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You likely have experienced a previously unheard-of phrase in 2022 for why
something is hard to obtain, limited in purchase quantity, or just flat out unavailable.
Like most organizations around the world, OWC wasn’t immune from supply chain effects.
It has become our biggest operational challenge and it continues to be everyone’s biggest
headache. That’s behind the scenes though as the heroic team we have had in place is
laser-focused and has kept the flow going pretty much across the board to ensure you
can get the best OWC solutions for your needs. Keeping supply flowing used to be near
effortless by comparison. It’s been eye-opening to see how far and wide this condition has
spread and just how in unimaginable ways ‘links’ in the chain can break. Just when you
think you’ve experienced – and planned for – it all, we learn one of our containers was
on a ship that went aground in a U.S. port!
As always though, we rise to any challenge so we can provide you with the best possible solutions you need for a wide supply of Macs. From one of the latest Apple Silicon
machines to a tried-and-true Intel Mac powering your home, work, or day needs. Or a Mac
passed down and now keeping your kids or grandkids productive, connected, or entertained. Apple has proven they build these Macs for incredible longevity, and we’re honored
to help you make them perform better and run longer. The remaining Intel-based Mac in
Apple’s lineup, the Mac Pro, is still an unbeatable workhorse for heavy real-world workloads. Of course, we cannot wait to see what an Apple Silicon-based Mac Pro will offer
next year and rest assured, we’ll be ready to supply you with ways to make it even greater.
The supply of many things is easily taken for granted until we understand how fragile
“what’s behind that supply” can be. The ground beneath our feet and the health of it is
something we don’t often think about. Due to modern practices, 75% of the land on Earth
is ‘degraded’ each year and 30 million acres of farmable land – nearly the size of England –
is lost to soil degeneration.
Not only can Regenerative Agriculture prevent these losses without reducing food output
per acre, it also can reverse them while benefiting our greenhouse gas load, air quality,
water quality/supply, and coastline health simultaneously. The principles championed in
the documentary Kiss the Ground (watch on Netflix) and at KissTheGround.org are a
solution forward that I am proud to be involved with and have directly supported. OWC was
built on a principle of ‘waste not, want not’. We started with re-inking printer ink ribbons for
reuse which led to creating solutions that improve the performance of technology products
and extend their use life. Our IL corporate campus is wind and solar powered and geothermally heated/cooled. Along with the huge solar array on our building in Austin, TX, we’re
dedicated to having the most minimal carbon footprint while being a net supplier of clean
energy to the grid. Bringing you great deals but also keeping more electronic waste out of
landfills was the basis for our used Mac division. Bottom line, every little action humankind
makes as caretakers of this ‘beautiful blue marble’ we call home will make a difference for
generations to come.
In closing, one thing that’s never in short supply is our gratitude for your support and trust
in OWC. Whether you’ve been with us since our earliest 65C816 and 68000 Apple days
to finding us as a new Apple Silicon convert, we sincerely thank you for choosing OWC.
From the entire team around the USA and around the world, we wish you a Merry Christmas,
Happy Holidays, and a 2023 with an infinite supply of joy.

Larry O’Connor,

Founder and CEO, OWC
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Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.
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Holiday Specials
Billie Eilish’s Road Studio
Portable Drives
Desktop Drives
Multi-Drive RAID
Dual-Drive RAID
Feature: RAID Guide
Holiday Specials
Lightning Cable Central
Thunderbolt Docks
Drive Docks
iJustine’s Ultimate Edit Station
Internal SSD Upgrades
OWC DIY Memory
iMac Upgrades
Mac Laptop Upgrades
Mac mini + Mac Studio Upgrades
Mac Pro 2019 Upgrades
OWC Accelsior Benchmarks
Mac Pro 2013-2019 Upgrades
Mac Pro 2010-2012 Upgrades
CopyThat + Safe Migrate
OWC Your PC
New + Used Macs
Trade-in with SYM
Optical Drives
Memory Cards
OWC Jellyfis
Kiss the Ground
The Titan of eGPUs
Cables + Adapters + Connectivity Guide
Have OWC Service/Repair Your Mac
About OWC
Holiday Specials

20 Deals of Christmas!

owc.com/22w3a

New!

Lightning Cable with Style,
Uber Quality – 0.9M / 3 Feet

Klipsch The Three
Wireless Speaker

Premium leather stitch.
Incredible quality.

Outstanding Sound & Design,
Top Rated. Choose walnut or black.

$59.99 $28.00

$29.95 $14.88

$499.00 $195.00

OWC Accelsior S PCIe Carrier

Coal 12000mAh PowerBank

Use 2.5-inch SSDs in PCIe slots.
Storage expansion with a speed boost!

Fast Charge up to 3 Devices with
2 x USB-A and 1 x USB-C ports. Great
Quality + Lightning/Micro/USB-C
cable included! With choice of Color

Klipsch R-41PM
Powered Speakers

Koss Gaming Headset w/Mic
Immerse in full-range sound.
Lightweight. Connect via 3.5mm
jack or USB.

$27.99

$54.99 $12.99

Apple Mac Pro 2013-2019
32GB + 1.0TB SSD, Factory Sealed,
NEW, with full Apple 1 year warranty.
$3,999.00 $1,099.00

$159.00 $149.00

Apple Genuine Lightning Cable

Rockefeller Laptop Briefcase

Forget needing to setup an entire
system. These speakers are the system!

Connect Apple iPhone, iPad, iPod,
mice, keyboards and more. *New,
Open/Bulk*. Special Black Edition

Premium quality, padded, sleek,
& secure. Fits 16-inchers including
MacBook Pro.

$399.00 $228.00

1.0M only $19.00 $4.75

$43.99 $19.00 or *FREE*
with Select Apple Laptops!

Apple Lightning EarPods

Apple Magic Keyboard
(wireless)

OWC Mercury Electra 2.5” SSD

CyberPower PowerTrip
Car/Auto to 120V + USB

Apple Magic Extended
Keyboard (Wireless)

Power laptops + other AC devices from
your car’s 12V port Built-in USB too.

For Mac & iPad. Long Lasting internal
battery, charge via lightning and/or run
wired (wireless not required!)

With Remote and Mic for all Apple
iPhones and iPad models featuring
Apple Lightning port. Great Sound
and Simplicity!

$129.00 $89.99

$17.79

$49.99 $19.00

OWC Thunderbolt Hub
Add Thunderbolt ports. Connect and
power more on your Mac and PC.
Connect More USB-C and Thunderbolt,
Bus-Power More, Do More Period.

For Mac & iPad. Long Lasting internal
battery, charge via lightning and/or run
wired (wireless not required!)

500MB/s + speed that goes distance.
Class leading, unbeatable price. Mac & PC.
1.0TB $119.99 $99.00

$99.00 $64.99

OWC Exclusive

Bluelounge iPad Sling Case

Apple Genuine Earpods

Designed to be just what you need
and nothing more to carry your favorite
tablet.

With Remote & Mic for all Macs +
Mobile devices/tablets with standard
audio Jack – Great sound & Simplicity

$69.99 $18.00

$29.00 $10.88

Apple Magic Mouse 2 
— Space Gray
This latest model with wireless
Bluetooth, multi-touch, smooth
tracking and supreme style. Long-life
battery/charge with lightning

4K Headless Video Accelerator

OWC iMac Drive Upgrade Kit

Speed up Apple Remote Access
& Headless remote video + higher
remote resolutions up to full 4K!.

Install any SATA drive in your iMac!
Thermal system compatible. 27-in
iMacs (2012-19)

NewerTech HDMI $19.99 $9.88

$49.99 $39.99

$99.00 $75.00

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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ThunderBay 4 mini page 9
Envoy Pro Elektron page 5

How Billie Eilish’s Team
Takes the Studio on the Road
Billie Eilish’s stage team is responsible for
every note and beat that goes into each
of her magnum opus-level live performances. But how does the crew behind
the scenes coordinate all of the action on
stage? Music Director Aron Forbes and
Music Technician Trevor Jackson share
their experiences building the latest Billie
Eilish tour.
What does a Music Director do?
Aron Forbes knows how to lock tracks
in the studio, and he’s taking that magic
on the road. As Billie Eilish’s Music Director, it is his responsibility to ensure that
the music translates from studio to the
stage. He also works with monster pop
music acts like Olivia Rodrigo, Banks,
Gryffin, Donna Missal, and more. Aron
is also a touring musician, having spent
years on the road as a guitarist.

A Music Director’s role is to ensure that
the live performance is as excellent as
possible. From coordinating all the artistry and technical roles, advising on
industry best practices, and finding talent, a Music Director coordinates every
stage element so that the artist can feel
comfortable and focus on delivering an
excellent performance. “Almost anything
can fit under the umbrella of Music Director,” Forbes says.
Because of the pandemic, a Music
Director’s role and responsibilities have
significantly changed. Artists are producing a lot more film content, such as
documentaries. Adapting songs written
during lockdowns for upcoming tours is
a challenge; as Forbes explains, “We’re
gearing up to perform songs that have
never been played live.”
Continue
reading
owc.com/22w4a
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Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

As for the OWC Envoy Pro Elektron,
Trevor shares,

“the durability
of these drives are
amazing. A lot is
happening backstage,
coffee or water
might spill and
they’re sturdy.”

Meet the OWC Envoy Family
of Portable Drives
The compact, rugged, dustproof, waterproof, bus-power, hyper-portable, and
amazingly-loved-across-planet-earth, portable SSDs. There’s an Envoy for practically any need or workflow.

OWC Envoy Pro FX

OWC Envoy Pro Elektron

OWC Envoy Pro SX

The fastest most compatible drive
ever made For All ComputerkindTM

The fastest + toughest + mini-sized +
universal portable USB-C SSD in the galaxy.

The Super-Fast, Xtremely Rugged
Portable SSD

Thunderbolt + USB-C + USB-A

USB-C

Thunderbolt

•
•
•

Perfect all Thunderbolt + USB workflow
Up to 2800MB/s performance
Thunderbolt USB-C cable + tethered USB-A adapter

240GB
480GB
1.0TB

$199.00
$229.00
$299.00

2.0TB
4.0TB

$449.00
$849.00

As low as $35.60/mo. at 0% APR.

It’s as fast as the say it is

•
•
•

•
•
•

Perfect for all USB-C workflow
Up to 1101MB/s performance
USB-C cable + tethered USB-A adapter

240GB
480GB

$89.00
$119.00

1.0TB
2.0TB

$149.00
$229.00

Great SSD, transfer speeds are awesome
and it’s beautiful too!

Up to 2800MB/s performance
Thunderbolt cable

240GB
480GB
1.0TB

As low as $28.16/mo. at 0% APR.
owc.com/22w5a

Perfect for all Thunderbolt workflow

owc.com/22w5b

Tiny wonder to behold

Smaller & faster compared to hugely bloated storage.

$179.00
$199.00
$269.00

2.0TB
4.0TB

$419.00
$819.00

As low as $29.83/mo. at 0% APR.

owc.com/22w5c

The need for speed

Fast write and read make it a portable powerhouse

SSD vs Dog, Water, Cola — Will it Survive?!
Can your precious editing and archive drives survive a cola plunge?
How about falls from medium heights that include concrete steps?
Or being buried in a sandbox? Can it take a licking from your dog?
OWC drives are built to survive it all — and still work flawlessly
1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

Watch

owc.com/22w5d
www.macsales.com
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“Works with Everything”

Pocket-Sized SSD!
OWC Envoy Pro mini
USB-C + USB-A (10Gb/s) Bus-Powered SSD

Don’t be deceived, this no ordinary thumb drive. Inside its housing is
the same top-tier componentry found in our desktop SSDs to deliver
the performance, reliability, and longevity that has made OWC the SSD
leader since 2010.
Once again, OWC has succeeded
where everyone else has failed.

• Performance: desktop-class 946MB/s SSD that fits in your pocke

They’ve out-toughed, out-performed, and
out-designed everything else which attempts
to be USB-C/A compatible.

• Universally compatible: plug and play with USB or Thunderbolt
(USB-C) ports on Macs, PCs, iPads, Chromebooks, Android tablets,
and Surface devices

Pocketable SSD
250GB
$79.00
500GB
$99.00
1.0TB
$179.00
owc.com/22w6a

• Versatile: perfect for audio, photography, graphics, gaming, and
general data storage/backup uses
• Protective: Apple Time Machine and Windows File History ready
• Game on: ideal for game storage with PlayStation and Xbox consoles
Features Universal USB Connectivity
Learn more on page 45

• Wear and share: safety breakaway neck lanyard keeps your Envoy
at finge tip reach while a detachable end offers easy drive sharing
between devices and other users

OWC Mercury Elite Pro mini
The Universal USB Compatible Bus-Powered Drive
for Saving, Accessing, and Backing Up.
USB-C / USB-A Tethered Adapter / Bus-Powered
• Universally compatible: plug and play with past, present, and future Macs,
PCs, iPads, Chromebooks, and Android tablets
• Life ready: save, access, backup, and edit work and personal files
with up to 542MB/s real-world performance
• Game on: ideal for game storage with PlayStation and Xbox consoles
• Portable: bus-powered and rugged to go from desktop to mountain top

DIY Enclosure
Add your own 2.5-inch
HDD or SSD
0GB
$44.99
Hard Drive
1.0TB 5400RPM $89.00
1.0TB 7200RPM $119.00
2.0TB 5400RPM $129.00
SSD
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB

$149.00
$229.00
$399.00
$799.00

As low as $38.16/mo.
at 0% APR.
Perfect SSD solution

Needed an external case for
a SSD that was never installed
into a computer. I now have
a great 2TB external SSD.

Features Universal
USB Connectivity

Great Fast Drive

Easy ordering, quick
delivery, fast setup and
very fast data transfer.

Works great

Perfect size, both storage
capacity-wise and enclosurewise. And great service, as
usual for OWC.

owc.com/22w6b

Learn more on page 45

Up to 8.0TB of

Customer Reviews

Portable SSD Performance!

Stunning, Silent, Sublime

I spend 10 to 12 hours a day in post
production. The 8TB OWC Envoy Pro
EX lets me take my work from the
desk to the sofa and back, The Envoy
is quiet, quick and cool.

OWC Envoy Pro EX

The Blazing Fast, Desktop Class, Ruggedly Portable SSD.

Love it. And Love OWC —
been delivering top notch
products for years!

USB-C / Bus-Powered / NVMe M.2 SSD

Thanks again, OWC. Another
great experience.

An amazing amount of SSD
storage in a small small size.
Fast, compact and efficient

Speedy external SSD

Speedy, stylish external SSD great
for desktop or travel. Where form
meets function.
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• Sleek award-winning aluminum design that fits in your pocke
FAST! Solid!

I’m getting 965 MB/s read and write with this
1TB on my 2019 iMac 27”. Fastest external SSD
I own (Non TB3) at the moment. Forget getting
the Samsung T5, for the extra $90 you are able
to upgrade the NVMe SSD, get almost 2x the
speed, and the form factor is small but built
like a tank! This thing just ROCKS!

• Rugged, IP67 dustproof and waterproof
• Compatible with both Mac & PC, plus devices like the iPad Pro
• Built tough as nails yet affordable
Features USB-C Connectivity
Learn more on page 45

Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

SSD
240GB
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB
8.0TB

$139.00
$179.00
$249.00
$379.00
$799.00
$1,499.00

DIY Enclosure
Add your own
NVMe M.2 SSD
0GB
$69.00
As low as $29.83/mo.
at 0% APR.
owc.com/22w6c

“The OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual Mini is a reliable hard drive
offering high-speed data transfer in an economical price.”

Dual

— Hardcore Droid

RAID
OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual mini
USB-C / USB / Bus-Powered

Dual 2.5-inch drive RAID capacity meets bus-powered portability, which
makes it the perfect drive for high demand applications on the go.
• Compact, portable dual-drive RAID powerhouse
• Fast transfer speeds up to 989MB/s
• Aluminum fanless enclosure for super-quiet operation
• RAID 0, 1, SPAN, and Independent drive mode
Features Universal USB Connectivity
Learn more on page 45

?

7200RPM Hard Drive
2.0TB
$249.00
4.0TB
$249.00

Great Backup Drive

With trying to update my backup
hardware (I'm currently using a
Firewire 800 drive), OWC stepped up
to the plate for me again! The OWC
Mercury Elite Pro Dual mini Portable
is the perfect replacement for my
FW800 dual drive. It works great with
'Time Machine'. In fact, I am now
using BOTH drives for backing up all
my data. It works perfectly! Highly
recommended!! Perhaps, when my
FW800 drive fills up, I'll replace it with
another OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual
mini Portable.

Well designed and made, simple to use, excellent!
Happy with my purchase, and the quick delivery.

Ordered this for a photographer customer
who wanted a fast external drive for
a MacBook Pro with Touch Bar (not
upgradeable). Works perfectly.

DIY Dual-Bay Enclosure
Add your own 2.5-inch
SATA Drives
0GB
$84.99

Review & Speed Test:

As low as $38.16/mo. at
0% APR.

Blog Post

owc.com/22w7a

Mercury Elite Pro
Dual mini 'Ideal' for
4K Editing

You Can Build Your Own
Custom Storage Solution!

KNOW

Choose the right drive type, connectivity, and
number of bays that are perfect for your needs.
Or, choose a solution designed to house an optical
drive. We offer a library of free step-by-step DIY
installation videos to help you along the way.

Watch Video

Install an NVMe M.2
SSD into an OWC Envoy
Express Enclosure

Inexpensive upgrade for a Mac

5400RPM HDD
1.0TB
$74.99
2.0TB
$99.00

Well designed and made,
simple to use, excellent!

Happy with my purchase, and the
quick delivery.

Bus-Powered / USB 3

Bus-Powered / Thunderbolt / NVMe M.2 Enclosure
World’s first Thunderbolt certified bus-powered add
your own drive’ enclosure.
• Fast transfer speeds up to 1,553MB/s
• Supports (1) NVMe M.2 SSD
• Compact and lightweight
• Integrated Thunderbolt Cable

0GB DIY Enclosure only $79.00
Install an OWC Aura P12 Pro SSD from page 23

Features Thunderbolt Connectivity
Learn more on page 45

7200RPM HDD
1.0TB
$99.00

OWC Mercury
On-The-Go Pro
Awesome as Always

Anytime I need something for my
Mac I turn MacSales (AKA OWC)
for a solution. Great prices, great
products, helpful and trustworthy.

Grab a portable drive with that retro vibe. Sleek acrylic
showcases the inside of this OWC favorite that’s provided
nearly 2 decades of Mac users with amazing portable storage.
• Sleek, impact-resistant acrylic enclosure

Fast!

Fast shipping and fast drive
enclosure. I use two of them in
RAID 0 for speed very close to
internal M1 MacBook Pro SSD.

Fast and cool-running
external case!

I got this case for use as an
external backup target. Works

owc.com/22w7c

Bought this so my 2013 Mac with tired
HD would get new life. Running OS on
this is a lightning fast dream!

owc.com/22w7d

OWC Envoy Express

SSD
480GB $329.00 $229.00
1.0TB
$299.00
2.0TB
$449.00
4.0TB
$679.00
8.0TB
$1,599.00

owc.com/22w7b

DID YOU

How to

Fast External for use with Photoshop

• Up to 500MB/s real-world speed

SSD
120GB
240GB
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB

$59.00
$69.00
$119.00
$199.00
$349.00
$749.00

DIY Enclosure
Add your own 2.5-inch
SATA Drive
0GB
$29.00
As low as $33.16/mo.
at 0% APR.

• Super-quiet + fanless w/ aluminum heatsink and
passthrough cooling vents

Also available with USB
3.2 (5Gb/s) + FireWire
800 from $54.99

• Carrying case + USB cable included

“Performed very well … topped the chart among
pocket-size portable external hard drives.”

owc.com/22w7f

— CNET

owc.com/22w7e great and I'm very pleased with it.

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Perfect fit.

The miniStack (STX) perfectly fits
on top of my Mac Studio and is
completely plug and play. Everything
works as expected.

Features Thunderbolt Connectivity
Learn more on page 45

OWC miniStack STX

Stackable Storage with Thunderbolt Hub Xpansion

owc.com/22w8a

miniStack STX Rockets Truely!!!

I've had the privilege to purchase the super ministack STX with
solid state 2TB of storage to work on my Mac studio on video
projects and plethora of podcasting.

Award-winning storage and Thunderbolt Xpansion in a sleek enclosure that
supports (1) 2.5-inch or 3.5-inch drive + (1) NVMe M.2 SSD. Ideal storage and
connectivity expansion for all.

Most Popular Configurations:

• Three Thunderbolt (USB-C) ports for increased connectivity
• Edit 4K video or record/playback audio tracks with up to 770MB/s speed
• Save over 30% vs. Apple 2.0TB SSD Mac mini upgrade
• 90W of notebook charging power via Thunderbolt or USB-C

Hard Drive
2.0TB
$349.00
8.0TB
$499.00
14TB
$589.00
SSD
2.0TB

1.0TB to 28TB + SSD Options from $329.00

$549.00

Hard Drive + SSD
6.0TB (4.0TB HDD + 2.0TB SSD)
10TB (8.0TB HDD + 2.0TB SSD)
14TB (6.0TB HDD + 8.0TB SSD)
16TB (8.0TB HDD + 8.0TB SSD)
18TB (14TB HDD + 4.0TB SSD)

$349.00
$769.00
$1,749.00
$1,779.00
$1,209.00

OWC Mercury Elite Pro
USB (5Gb/s) / Durable Aluminum Case

The Elite Pro began OWC’s rich, storied history of storage solution innovations
over 20 years ago. It has lasted the test of time by continuing to offer an
incomparable blend of performance, quality, and value in a single-drive storage
solution. This latest generation upholds our commitment to excellence, and
offers convenient access to your data with even more space and higher
transfer speeds.
• Up to 20TB of storage
• Fast transfer speeds up to 283MB/s
• Apple Time Machine and Windows File History ready
• Use with Mac, Windows, and Linux machines; PS4 and Xbox consoles;
Smart TVs

6TB Mercury Elite Pro

OWC miniStack
USB

The OWC miniStack is a compact, high-capacity, desktop
storage solution that stacks great with Apple Mac mini and
Mac Studio. It also looks great with every Mac or PC!
• Up to 20TB of stackable storage
• Fast transfer speeds up to 208MB/s
• Compact, aluminum design with MagLev cooling fan
• Stacks perfectly with Mac mini and Mac Studio
Connect to Everything USB 3

Nice drive

Fast, quiet, and will work with either
USB-A or USB-C. What’s not to love?

7200RPM Hard Drive
1.0TB
$129.00
2.0TB
$149.00
4.0TB
$229.00
6.0TB
$279.00
8.0TB
$319.00
12TB
$409.00
14TB
$414.00
16TB
$419.00
18TB
$479.00
DIY Enclosure
Add your own 2.5-inch
or 3.5-inch SATA Drive
0GB
$84.99
As low as $38.16/mo.
at 0% APR.

Excellent experience again.

Bought the OWC miniStack enclosure...
excellent service & fast delivery. My older
2GB hard drive fit right in o compliment
my new Mac Mini. Continual great service–
that's why I keep coming back to OWC.

owc.com/22w8c

As low as $29.08/mo.
at 0% APR.

7200RPM Hard Drive
$99.00
1.0TB
$119.00
2.0TB
$199.00
4.0TB
$249.00
6.0TB
$289.00
8.0TB
$379.00
12TB
14TB
$384.00
16TB
$389.00
18TB
$449.00
DIY Enclosure
Add your own 3.5-inch
SATA Drive
0GB
$49.00
As low as $33.16/mo.
at 0% APR.
owc.com/22w8b

Connect to Everything USB 3
This drive has been working flawlessly and constantly since it arrived. The MEP
series are great! I am still using some of the 7 I have purchased over the last several
years! The Customer Service is also excellent as is OWC’s guarantee. They have
supported the guarantee without question.

DIY Dual-Bay Enclosure
Add your own Universal
SATA HDD/SSD bay and
an NVMe M.2 PCIe SSD
0GB
$279.00

MacSales is always reliable and responsive

So appreciate this company and the products they provide.

Awesome match with the mini
Bought two of these for my Mac mini
server and they look great stacked.
I’ve had everything running for three
weeks and no issues.

OWC ThunderBay 4

4-Bay RAID / Thunderbolt / DisplayPort 1.2 / Mac & Windows
Speed, Flexibility, Convenience

DIY 4-Bay RAID Enclosure
0GB
Only $549.00
DIY 4-Bay RAID Enclosure
with SoftRAID XT
0GB
Only $649.00

• Flexible: mix & match 3.5/2.5-inch hard drives and SSDs
in RAID 0, 1, 4, 5, 10, and JBOD.

• Reliable Performance: up to 1,527MB/s fast with OWC reliability

Enterprise HDD models
with SoftRAID XT
16TB - 80TB
from $1,399.00

• Versatile: two Thunderbolt ports, daisy chain up to five additional

HDD models with SoftRAID XT
4.0TB - 80TB
from $879.00

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID engine makes

Monthly payment options as low
as $45.75/mo. at 0% APR

built in

Thunderbolt devices

it easy to create, monitor, and manage your RAID arrays

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

owc.com/22w9a

Love it!

This is the second unit that I’ve purchased and have added it to my computer system and it’s great having
more available space for all the video content. … I’ve not had any problems with my first ThunderBay drive
that I purchased about four years ago and don’t expect any with this new drive! :)

Great product and easy setup.

Up and running in minutes out of the box. Preconfigured for RAID 5. … Loaded my Light oom
catalog with 60,000+ photos overnight. Surprisingly easy and fast.

OWC ThunderBay 8

8-Bay RAID / Thunderbolt / DisplayPort 1.2 / Mac & Windows
Like a Data Center on Your Desk

• Massive capacity: store up to 160TB of critical footage,
images, and file

• Pro-grade transfer speeds: up to 2,586MB/s
• Eight universal drive bays: mix & match 3.5/2.5-inch hard
drives and SSDs in RAID 0, 1, 0+1, 4, 5, and JBOD.

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID

engine makes it easy to create, monitor, and manage your
RAID arrays

Creating the raid was easy. Now this
unit is super stable. These are the best
raids I’ve ever worked with.

Awesome storage!

I have a media server with 96TB worth of data,
and found that this (along with a ThunderBay
4) fit the bill. Super quiet, efficient, and work
awesome with the SoftRAID software.

Enterprise HDD models
with SoftRAID XT
32TB - 160TB
from $2,399.00
HDD models with SoftRAID XT
16TB - 160TB
from $1,479.00
Monthly payment options as low
as $45.75/mo. at 0% APR

Works great!

Easy to setup and works great.
The telephonic support was super when
I did have a quick question.

OWC ThunderBay 4 mini

DIY 4-Bay RAID Enclosure
0GB
Only $249.00

4-Bay RAID / Thunderbolt / Mac & Windows
Big RAID System Performance in a Compact Design

• 4 drive bays: with four SATA SSDs or hard drives, you’re off to the
races with RAID 0, 1, 4, 5, 10, and JBOD.

DIY 4-Bay RAID Enclosure
with SoftRAID XT
0GB
Only $349.00
HDD models with SoftRAID XT

• Pro-grade speeds: up to 1556MB/s with (2) Thunderbolt (USB-C)

4.0TB - 16TB

• Daisy-chain expansion: add up to five additional Thunderbolt devices

SSD models with SoftRAID XT
2.0TB - 16TB
from $779.00

ports (Thunderbolt 2/Thunderbolt backward compatible)

• Near silent operation: heat dissipating aluminum

from $679.00

Thunderbolt 2 model available
from $229.00

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

Monthly payment options as low
as $38.16/mo. at 0% APR

Great addition for you Thunderbolt
equipped computer.

Well made product is an excellent choice if you wish
to use four 2.5 inch ssd’s/hard drives. You can use RAID
to increase volume capacity and performance. I’m using two
Thunderbay 4 mini units with eight 1TB SSDs. worked with.

DIY 8-Bay RAID Enclosure
with SoftRAID XT
0GB
Only $879.00

owc.com/22w9b

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

Solid!

DIY 4-Bay RAID Enclosure
0GB
Only $779.00

owc.com/22w9c

Excellent little machine

Flawless experience thru OWC, great little ssd raid! Exactly what
I was looking for to beef up Mac Studio, thanks!

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC ThunderBlade

Ultra-Performance SSD / Thunderbolt
The innovative and revolutionary drive that continues to impress
audio and video pros with amazing performance. Perfect for
extending limited internal Mac capacity with high speed external for
a variety of applications and nearly any performance storage need!

• Blazing fast!: up to 2800MB/s performance

Rugged SSD
1.0TB
$829.00
$999.00
2.0TB
4.0TB
$1,299.00
8.0TB
$1,879.00
16.0TB
$3,499.00
32TB
$6,799.00
As low as $69.08/mo.
at 0% APR.

• Daisy chain: up to 6 Thunderbolt devices

owc.com/22w10a

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID engine makes

Significant BOOST to 4k timeline response
in Premiere on my (somewhat) older iMac!
Significant BOOS to 4k timeline response in
Premiere on my (somewhat) older iMac! If you’re
looking to measurably improve your Apple +
Adobe Premiere performance
WITHOUT having to buy a whole
new machine, I’d consider
this money VERY
well spent!

it easy to create, monitor, and manage your RAID arrays

• Ballistic hard-shell case: rugged portability in a sleek design
• Dead-stealth silent operation: which makes it perfect for
sound-sensitive workflow envi onments

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

OWC ThunderBlade X Spacer
Go vertical with your ThunderBlades
and save space only $24.99 $19.00

owc.com/22w10b

A priceless tool for media professionals

had the pleasure of using this drive on an high-stakes photo shoot recently. I was shooting on two
separate workstations and doing post on another. After the first week of shooting I needed o back-up
sessions at the end of another 18 hour day before I hung my hat up for the day, and man was I tired.
I dragged the session over to the ThunderBlade... “copying 125GB to ThunderBlade” Not what I wanted
to see at the end of the day, but my disappointment turned to amazement as the progress bar shot
across the screen and said “less than 2 minutes remaining.” This instantly became one of the most
important tools in my arsenal. BRAVO OWC, this beauty is world-class!

OWC ThunderBay Flex 8
Thunderbolt / USB 4 / 8-Port Dock

Flexible 8-Bay Storage + 8-Port Connectivity + PCIe Expansion

• Flexible storage: 8 universal 2.5/3.5-inch drive bays support a mix
of SATA/SAS1 and/or NVMe drives

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID engine makes it easy
to create, monitor, and manage your RAID arrays

• Speed + Capacity: up to 2750MB/s performance / 176TB storage
• Connect more: (1) USB-C and (2) USB-A 10Gb/s ports for
added connectivity

• See more: DisplayPort 1.4 for connecting up to an 8K display
• Fast media ingest: front-side SD 4.0 and CFexpress card readers
• PCIe Expansion: x4 slot for an audio, video, networking, or storage card

Maximum Configurability
DIY 8-Bay Enclosure
$1,279.00
Maximum Capacity
(8) HDD RAID Storage
Configure
from $2,529.00

owc.com/22w10c

Maximum Flexibility
(4) SSD + (4) HDD RAID Storage
Configure
from $2,499.00
Maximum Workflow
(1) SSD + (7) HDD RAID Storage
Configure
from $2,819.00
Maximum OWC U2 Shuttle Workflow
Configure
from $3,349.00
Monthly payment options
available at 0% APR.

Pair with
OWC Aura P12
Pro SSDs
page 23

Go bigger and save
vs internal factory
SSD prices when you
upgrade to an
external SSD.

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

The ThunderBlade made DIY

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Quad OWC Express 4M2 4-Bay
USB-C (10Gb/s) / 4-Bay RAID
NVMe M.2 SSD Enclosure
Achieve massive capacity, maximum performance,
and amazing RAID flexibility to create the perfect drive for
your needs. Universal USB connectivity works with USB-C,
Thunderbolt 3, Thunderbolt 4, USB4 Macs and PCs.

• Multi-bay storage: 4 universal 2.5/3.5-inch drive bays
• Speed: up to 947MB/s performance
• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID

engine makes it easy to create, monitor, and manage
your RAID arrays

Features universal USB connectivity Learn more on page 45
Enclosure
0GB
From $229.00
As low as $38.16/mo.
at 0% APR.

7200RPM Hard Drive
4.0TB
$599.00
8.0TB
$679.00
16TB
$949.00

24TB
32TB
48TB

$1,149.00
$1,299.00
$1,714.00

56TB
64TB
72TB

Ready to serve your workflow with four easy-to-access
customizable NVMe M.2 SSD slots. Add or swap blazing
fast SSD storage with ease. Connect to a Mac Studio
and save big vs factory factory SSD prices.

• Super-Fast SSD capacity: up to 32TB storage

• User configurable: RAID 0, 1, 4, 5 & 1+0
owc.com/22w10d

Dual Thunderbolt

$1,719.00
$1,749.00
$1,949.00

• Mind-bending speed: up to 2800MB/s performance

DIY 4-Bay Enclosure
Add your own NVMe M.2 SSDs
+ add your own RAID software
0GB
$249.00
As low as $41.50/mo. at 0% APR.

• Multiple RAID levels: RAID 0/1/4/5/1+0 (10) or JBOD

Add your own NVMe M.2 SSDs
+ OWC SoftRAID XT included
0GB
$349.00

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID

As low as $29.08/mo. at 0% APR.

• Four drive bays: install NVMe M.2 SSDs

engine makes it easy to create, monitor, and manage
your RAID arrays

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

10 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

owc.com/22w10e

OWC SoftRAID

FREE Test Drive
Check out the power of
OWC SoftRAID by downloading
a FREE fully-functional
14-day trial:

Incredibly Powerful, Easy-To-Use, RAID Management
and Protection. For Mac and Windows.

THE BEST RAID

25

YEARS AND COUNTING
RAID OPTIONS

0/1/4/5/
1+0 (10)
CROSS-PLATFORM

Mac/PC

•

Test disks to make sure
they’re reliable

•
•

Create new RAID volumes

•

Setup the SoftRAID Monitor
to monitor the health of your
disks and volumes

Convert your existing Disk
Utility and AppleRAID volumes

14-Day
Free Trial
owc.com/22w11a

OWC SoftRAID is powerful yet easy-to-

SoftRAID protects your data from start to finish.

use RAID software that maximizes drive

Before Using a Disk

capacity, offers faster performance, and
voluminous data roles including audio/

When you buy something new, you expect it to work flawlessly. Unfo tunately, that isn’t always the
case. Problems happen with new cars, new appliances, even new computer hard drives. SoftRAID’s
Certify feature makes sure your drives are in pristine condition by writing a random pattern of data
to every sector and reading it back. You are protected before you write your first byte

video production and editing, photography,

While Using a Disk

protects you from data loss. It’s ideal for

graphic design, database servers,

Once you are up and running, SoftRAID monitors dozens of drive data points like how many times the
drive has spun up, how many hours is has been used, how many errors it has encountered and many,
many more. SoftRAID takes these metrics and builds a robust picture of the overall drive health and
will warn you before potential issues arise. It’s like having a drive doctor on call 24/7.

financial applications, and more.
SoftRAID goes beyond other RAID

After a Disk Fails

solutions, including hardware RAID with

SoftRAID’s multiple RAID levels let you design the prefect data storage solution for your workflo .
With the redundant protection that RAID 1 gives you or a mix of speed and protection that RAID
4/5/1+0 (10) offer, SoftRAID is always protecting your data. If a drive does fail, SoftRAID’s accelerated
rebuilds get you back up and running quickly.

its intuitive interface and drive health
monitoring features that alert you if your
drives begin to have problems.

When you need maximum
volume capacity, optimal drive
performance or a combination
of attributes, look no further
than OWC SoftRAID. Once it’s
installed, activated, and
configured, you can rest easy
knowing your data is protected
and ready to when you need it.
You’ll wonder how you ever felt
safe storing your data before
OWC SoftRAID.

Unmatched flexibility, performance, and protection for your digital workflow.
You’re always in control of your data with SoftRAID.
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OWC Flex 1U4

4-Bay Thunderbolt™ Storage, Docking, and PCIe Expansion Rackmount Solution

16TB to 72TB
Configure from $1,899.00
DIY add your own drives
enclosure only $1,299
owc.com/22w11b

Features Thunderbolt connectivity
Learn more on page 45

3.5/2.5-inch

4

Drive Bays

Connections

7PORT

Dock + 85W Charging

Gargantuan

Up to

Capacity

Performance

X16 (X4) Lane

128TB 2750MB/s PCIe

Advanced

RAID

Diverse

NVMe & HDD

Incredible

U.2

11

Expansion Slot1-800-275-4576
Settings + 85W Charging
Drive Configurations
Ecosystem Options
+1-815-338-8685
www.macsales.com

OWC Gemini

Thunderbolt / Dual-Drive RAID / 7-port dock
Flexible RAID 0 speed / RAID 1 mirror options

• (2) Universal 3.5/2.5-inch drive bays
• (2) Thunderbolt 3 / USB-C ports
• (2) USB 3.2 / USB-A ports (600MB/s)
• (1) DisplayPort port
• (1) Gigabit Ethernet port
• (1) SD card reader
Features Thunderbolt connectivity
Learn more on page 45

Excellent product

Versatile and essential part of my workstation
setup. More quality from OWC!

OWC for the win!

Always great service from OWC, have had
numerous orders and conversations with their
staff and have always been satisfied
at the outcome.

OWC Mercury Pro NVMe Dual
Dual Thunderbolt

Blazingly fast + compact Thunderbolt NVMe SSD array with
a massive 8 drive storage capacity. Amazingly effective for
everyday applications to video workflows, backup, extension
of limited internal data storage, you name it.

• Blazing fast: utilize Thunderbolt’s full 2800MB/s
data bandwidth

• Unrivaled capacity: the world’s only dual bay solution
configu able with up to eight (8) NVMe SSDs

• Easy RAID: plug and play out of the box or enjoy more
RAID choices than traditional dual drive enclosures

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID

engine makes it easy to create, monitor, and manage
your RAID arrays

Reconfigure each bay with either:
• U
 p to four NVMe M.2 SSDs with a U.2 adapter –
such as OWC U2 Shuttle
• A 2.5 / 3.5-inch NVMe U.2 SSD
• A single NVMe M.2 SSD with a U.2 adapter – such as
OWC U2 ShuttleOne

DIY Dual-Bay Enclosure + Dock
0TB
$299.00
7200RPM Hard Drive + Dock
4.0TB
$449.00
(2.0TB HDD + 2.0TB HDD)
8.0TB
$599.00
(4.0TB HDD + 4.0TB HDD)
12TB HDD
$719.00
(6.0TB HDD + 6.0TB HDD)
16TB HDD
$799.00
(8.0TB HDD + 8.0TB HDD)
$959.00
24TB
(12TB HDD + 12TB HDD)
$969.99
28TB
(14TB HDD + 14TB HDD)
$979.00
32TB HDD
(16TB HDD + 16TB HDD)
$1,099.00
36TB HDD
(18TB HDD + 18TB HDD)
As low as $49.93/mo.
at 0% APR.

owc.com/22w12a

Excellent Products at
great prices with outstanding
customer service.
It makes a very nice compact system
setup with access to multiple ports as
needed. OWC is my go-to supplier for
solid Apple products. Their customer
service is always outstanding and I
can highly recommend this company
to anyone with Apple Mac products,
or in need of reliable backup and
production products.

DIY Dual-Bay Enclosure
Add your own 2.5-inch or 3.5-inch U.2
SSDs + add your own RAID software
0TB
$249.00
Add your own 2.5-inch or 3.5-inch U.2
SSDs + OWC SoftRAID XT included (page X)
$349.00
0TB
SSD RAID-0 Array
$679.00
4.0TB
(2.0TB SSD + 2.0TB SSD)
$899.00
8.0TB
(4.0TB SSD + 4.0TB SSD)
$2,199.00
16TB
(8.0TB SSD + 8.0TB SSD)
SSD RAID-0/4/5/10 Array
$1,299.00
4.0TB
(8 x SSD Array) w/Softraid
$1,679.00
8.0TB
(8 x SSD Array) w/Softraid
$2,479.00
16TB
(8 x SSD Array) w/Softraid
$5,799.00
32TB HDD
(8 x SSD Array) w/Softraid
As low as $29.08/mo. at 0% APR.

owc.com/22w12b

8.0TB
Holiday
Special!
$849.00

Fantastic Device!

This particular device is extremely fast and very important in speeding
up access to images (data) I use for the processing of RAW files and o
create printed and electronic output.

Features Thunderbolt connectivity Learn more on page 45

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual
with 3-Port Hub
Dual-Drive RAID / USB-C + USB-A

The digital desktop centerpiece for home offices, businesses, and creative pros
with dual drive bays for up to 36TB of storage capacity plus built-in 3-port powered USB
hub for connectivity and charging.

• Pro-grade storage: up to 1026MB/s of real-world tested performance
• Flexible: user selectable RAID 0, RAID 1, Span, and independent modes
• Universally compatible: works with any USB-equipped Mac, PC, or mobile
device such as iPad Pro, gaming consoles, anything that supports
external storage

• Connect and charge: three USB ports for phones, a/v mixers, cameras,
card readers, tablets, keyboards, mice, anything USB

Features universal USB connectivity Learn more on page 45

Speedy bang for the buck storage OWC Mercury Elite Pro

Very happy with the purchase of this desktop storage addition to my Mac system. The 3.2 gen 2 connection is only
surpassed by my Thunderbolt 3 in the speed of R/W. I’m a longtime OWC customer and have appreciated the functionality
and performance of the add-ons offered and this one is no exception.

12 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

owc.com/22w12c

DIY Dual-Bay Enclosure
+ Hub
Add your own 2.5-inch and
3.5-inch SATA drives
0TB
$179.00
7200RPM Hard Drive + Hub
2.0TB
$299.00
4.0TB
$349.00
8.0TB
$479.00
12TB
$579.00
16TB
$649.00
24TB
$799.00
28TB
$819.00
32TB
$849.00
36TB
$929.04
SSD + Hub
1.0TB
$369.00
2.0TB
$499.00
4.0TB
$799.00
8.0TB
$1,499.00
As low as $29.83/mo.
at 0% APR.

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual

OWC Mercury Pro LTO

The Desktop RAID Workhorse

Preserve Huge Volumes of Data

USB 3.2 (5Gb/s) + eSATA / Dual-Drive / RAID

Thunderbolt (USB-C)

• Massive capacity + RAID performance + flexibility
• Hardware RAID 0, 1, Span, and Independent modes

Features Thunderbolt
Connectivity

• Accelerate your workflow: up o 407MB/s performance
This thing is built like a
rock. It gives me the raid
peace of mind that my
data is in two different
places and I can be
as creative as I need
without having to back
up after every session.
Thanx guys & gals!

Learn more on page 45

• Pro-class durable aluminum design + whisper-quiet fan

Easy Of Mind

• Dual 3.5-inch drives / drive bays
• Universal USB: works on Mac & Windows

2.0TB to 40TB from $219.00

M&E professionals, corporations, government branches, and
small businesses are all facing the same challenge: how to
manage an ever-increasing amount of more complex data.
The OWC Mercury Pro LTO is the answer to this challenge.
This easily integrated tape backup and archiving solution is
a mission-critical requirement for protecting and preserving
huge volumes of data with better economies of scale than
disk-based storage.

Up to 16TB RAW, 45TB compressed

DIY Dual-Drive Enclosure only $89.00

LTO-7, LTO-8, and LTO-9 solutions available
Rental options available too!

owc.com/22w13b

owc.com/22w13a

Go

Faster +

Larger
with

OWC's RAID Guide

RAID 0 (Stripe)

Don’t wrangle multiple single-drives for your workflow and data needs. Replace your
single-drive merry-go-round woes with a convenient, all-in-one, mega-capacity, data
backup capable, multi-drive external RAID with OWC reliability built in.
Which RAID is Right for Me?
Go beyond single drive capacity and speed by combining multiple drives to work together. Go faster,
go larger, and have the flexibility o have data backup, all from a single RAID array.

RAID 1 (Mirror)

Combine two or more
drives together for
the fastest possible
performance and the
largest capacity.

Write matching data
among two drives at
same time for highest
level of data safety
and redundancy.

RAID 10 (1+0)

RAID 4

RAID 5

JBOD

Combine RAID 1 and
RAID 0 among four or
more drives to achieve
fast multi-drive RAID
performance with a direct
backup copy of the data.

Combine 3 or more SSDs
together for performance
+ backup + capacity.
Capacity equals all the
drives combined, minus
one drive.

Combine 3 or more drives
together for performance
+ backup + capacity.
Capacity equals all the
drives combined, minus
one drive.

Use each drive in
your multi-drive RAID
independently. A fourdrive external will have
four drives show up on
the computer.

Capacity

Capacity

Capacity

Capacity

Capacity

Capacity

Data Safety

Data Safety

Data Safety

Data Safety

Data Safety

Data Safety

Performance

Performance

Performance

Performance

Performance

Performance

OWC Recommendation
The best RAID for pure speed
and capacity, and when
you’re backing up data on
another drive.

OWC Recommendation
The best RAID to achieve an
instant data copy backup.

OWC Recommendation
The best RAID to achieve
a larger and fast RAID with
an instant data backup.

Span
Combine two or more drives of varying capacity
to create a larger drive. You can also add additional
drives as needed without reformatting.

OWC Recommendation
Up to 20% faster vs RAID 5,
this is the best combination
of speed, capacity, and
data redundancy for SSD
based arrays.

Capacity

Data Safety

OWC Recommendation
The best combination of
speed, capacity, and data
redundancy. Check out
RAID 4 if you have an SSDbased RAID array.

Performance

OWC Recommendation
Great when multiple drives
are used or swapped
for different needs, and
your data backup is on
another drive.

OWC Recommendation
Great when sheer capacity
with additional flexibility is
needed, and your data backup
is on another drive.

OWC Multi-Drive External RAIDs

OWC ThunderBay 4
page 9

OWC ThunderBay 8
page 9

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual
with 3-Port USB Hub
page 12

OWC Mercury Elite Pro
Dual mini
page 7

1-800-275-4576

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Quad
page 10

+1-815-338-8685

OWC ThunderBay 4 mini
page 9

www.macsales.com
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OWC Holiday Specials

owc.com/22w14a

Faster + Larger!

Wow!

Apple Wired Full-Size Keyboard

1.0TB OWC Express Portable Drive

Mac Pro Drive Upgrade Kit

Ultra-thin, sleek, aluminum, wired USB.
Certified in like new condition

Compact + bus-powered + speedy USB 3.0
with data rates up to 155MB/s!

Pump up that previous gen Mac Pro with
an OWC DIY SSD. Plus, reuse original drive.

$149.00 $67.99

1.0TB only $59.99 $35.00

1.0TB only $229.00

OWC Envoy Pro SSD Enclosure

Apple USB-C to Lightning Cable

NewerTech 'iSesamo'

Install NVMe SSDs. Pocket-sized IP67 dust &
water. 1000MB/s. Bus-powered USB-C.

Plug-in / charge Lightning Apple idevices,
mice, keyboards, and trackpads.

The ultra pry tool to open iPods, iPads,
iPhones, and other mobile devices.

DIY only $79.99 $69.00

2M / 39-inch only $35.00 $17.99

$9.95 $4.75

Shelf for all Mac mini

Sabrent 3-Port USB 3.0 Hub

Mount 2010 to 2020 Mac minis cleanly under
a desk or shelf.

Add 3 x USB 3 ports + multi-media reader.
Up to 5Gbps data transfer rate.

$39.95 $33.99

$26.99 $19.99

Service kit for 21.5" iMac

NewerTech Power2U USB Outlet

Includes all tools to open and reseal your
2012 and later iMac up to two times.

Say goodbye to a wall of chargers. Plug in your
USB charging cables, and juice up.

$24.99 $19.75

$29.95 $8.99

Wow!

Klipsch the Three Speaker

Solo Highland Boyd Backpack

Room filling acoustics + premium audio.
Bluetooth wireless speaker system.

Rugged craftsmanship. Functional, durable,
and stylish. Carry up to 16-inch laptops.

$499.00 $195.00

$134.99 $37.74

14 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

OWC is Lightning Cable Central
All Lightning Cables we offer are Always 100% Apple MFi Certified
— no cheap stuff here — just amazing deals!

USB-A to 3-in-1
USB Charging Cable

Apple Genuine Lightning
to USB Cables

Black Apple Genuine
Lightning to USB Cable

Apple Lightning / Micro-USB / USB-C

Limited Edition – Super Special

Fonegear's Harley-Davidson
Venture Series cable lets you
do it all. Charge, sync, and
power Apple devices, Android,
USB headphones, etc - all with
one cable!

This coveted cable that came
with only a few select Macs and
Apple items can now be yours.
Enhance the look of your sleek
workstation with some truly rare
connectivity.

0.9m / 3 feet $3.99
1.8m / 6 feet $4.49

1.0m Specials from $19.00 $5.29

Connects your iPhone, iPad, or iPod
with Lightning connector to your
computer's USB port for syncing
and charging or to the Apple USB
Power Adapter for convenient
outlet charging.
1.0m $7.99
2.0m $10.99

Save up to $13.71 / 72%

Save up to $18.01 / 62%

Save up to $25.23 / 90%

owc.com/22w15a

QuickLink Premium Braided
Fantastic Lightning Cables and
a price you can’t beat. Built to
Last, great durability & tangle
resistant too!
Multiple Color Options
0.9M / 3 Feet Long
Now $19.99 $6.99
(65% off)

owc.com/22w15b

Charge & Sync Cables
by Pilot

S2dio Dual USB Charger
and Cable

Made using exceptional
components and materials,
experience a Lightning cable like
no other with excellent quality
and a premium leather feel.
Multiple color options available.

You get a great cable, plus it
comes with a powerful, 24W
dual-port fast charger! Wow!
Built-in AutoSense technology
automatically adjusts to provide
fast charging.

0.9m $29.95 $14.88

0.9m $39.99 $9.99

Save up to 50%

owc.com/22w15d

Save up to 75%

owc.com/22w15e

Scosche strikeLINE Pro
Retractable Cable

NewerTech Premium
Lightning Cables

Perfect solution for on-the-go
lifestyles as it retracts into a
super small compact package.
Offers both data and charging
capabilities for your devices via
the Lightning connector.

Built to last heavy gauge conductors,
high-quality connectors, and a
nylon braided jacket ensure top
performance, durability, and built for
life's travels. Enjoy the "right-size"
connector that offers no-fuss removal
from your device's case. Multiple color
options and lengths to choose from.

Extend up to 0.9m $24.99 $6.79
2.0m $29.00 $10.99
Save up to $18.20 / 73%

Save up to $6.45 / 36%

owc.com/22w15f

Symtek TekPower
12V USB (2) Device Car Charger +
Built-in Lighting Cable

Lightning cable built in for
Apple, 2nd USB port for 2nd
USB to Lightning or other device
dual charging. Simply plug into
your car outlet, the LED status
indicator lets you know when
your device(s) are fully charged.
0.9m $27.99 $0.76

0.5m-3.0m from $17.95 $11.50
owc.com/22w15g

owc.com/22w15c

Save up to $27.23 / 97%

owc.com/22w15h

owc.com/22w15i

Apple Lightning to 3.5mm
Headphone Jack Adapter

Apple Genuine Lightning
to USB-C Cables

Apple Genuine USB-C
to USB-C Cable

This simple adapter enables
you to use your non-Lightning
headphones with your iPhone
7 or other Lightning connected
device. And since the Lightning
to 3.5 mm adapter simply taps
into Lightning's analog audio
connection, there is no additional
battery drain to your device.

Connect to your Mac or PC
USB-C port for both syncing and
charging. Use with USB-C power
adapters and portable power
banks/battery packs too!

Charge, sync, and connect
any USB-C device to a USB-C
port. Perfect for newer iPads
or use OWC Thunderbolt 4 for
charging and data (page 45).

1.0m $19.00 $14.99
2.0m $35.00 $17.99

1.0m $19.00 $14.99
Save up to $4.01 / 21%

Save up to $17.01 / 49%

$9.55
owc.com/22w15j

owc.com/22w15k

1-800-275-4576

owc.com/22w15l

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Works with USB-C
machines too!

Bingo.

Exactly what I needed and wanted
at a price and performance that was
perfect. Plus the OWC support behind
it just makes it even better.

and Future

is Yours

OWC Thunderbolt Dock
The Connect-It-All Solution.

Massively expand the Thunderbolt functionality of your
Mac or PC. Popular docks in stock and ready to ship.

RECOMMENDED

11 Ports of Connectivity:

• Reinvents the daisy chain: create multiple
independent “tree branches,” connect multiple buspowered devices

• (4) Thunderbolt 4 (40Gb/s) ports

• 11-port expansion: add more full speed and fully
functional Thunderbolt ports to your computer

• (1) USB 2.0 port

• Add more devices: connect more storage, up to two
4K displays or one 5K/6K/8K display, accessories...
you name it, you can use it

• (1) SD card Slot

• More power: up to 96W of laptop charging power

owc.com/22w16a

Works great, reduces clutter

OWC Thunderbolt Dock
with Thunderbolt 4 cable
EXCELLENT!!!

This is what the Dr. ordered! Exactly
what I needed to extend external
drive use. The perfect device for my,
in total of 85TB of media storage.
Thank you OWC!!

This device, combined with the ability
of my new MacBook Air to draw
power via USB-C, greatly reduced my
desktop clutter and also reduced the
number of devices that need 120V
AC power on my surge suppressor.
Solidly built, looks nice too!

• (3) USB-A (10Gb/s) ports
• (1) Gigabit Ethernet port

Learn more
about the OWC
Thunderbolt
Dock

• (1) 3.5mm headphone jack

owc.com/22w16b

11-Ports only $299.00
As low as $49.83/mo. at 0% APR.

OWC 14-Port Thunderbolt 3 Dock
One Cable. Connectivity for Your World.
Mac / PC
Convert your laptop into a workstation powerhouse with
world-renowned OWC reliability and ease-of-use. Connect
to practically anything all while charging your laptop through
a single cable.
• Connect more displays: connect two 4K displays
or one 5K display
• Media friendly: front SD and microSD slots for fast
media imports
• Listen Up: jacks for headphone, mics, speakers and
other audio gear
• Gigabit ethernet: perfect for high-speed wired networks
• Daisy-chain: up to five additional Thunderbolt devices

14-Ports only $329.00
As low as $27.41/mo. at 0% APR.

14 Ports of Connectivity:
• (2) Thunderbolt 3 ports

Customer Reviews

• (5) USB 3 / USB-A ports

Nothing but pleased with this OWC dock.
Set up was simply a matter of plugging it
in. The powered USB docs work well with
my USB-powered scanner and everything
else I’ve used.

This larger dock is fantastic in that it
replaces a bunch of small power supplies
under the desk, and eliminates those wires
on top, and handles all charging duties
well. One Thunderbolt plug and the laptop
is totally portable to go with all her travel
power supplies and cables already packed
in the computer bag. The wired ethernet and
USB-C ports all work without a hitch.

Quite stoked.

Excellent - just what the doctor ordered!

• (1) USB-C port
• (1) SD 4.0 media card reader
• (1) Micro SD 4.0 media card
reader
• (1) mini DisplayPort 1.2
(supports DP++)
• (1) Hybrid 3.5mm headphone /
mic jack
• (1) S/PDIF digital audio out
• (1) Gigabit Ethernet port
owc.com/22w16c

16 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

Top Purchase and Product
Performance!

It works and works well

My first time using this company and am
extremely happy. They were recommended
by a friend and I see why! Everyone was
incredibly helpful and the OWC Thunderbolt
3 Dock is a powerful and useful machine.
Happy shopper in the house.

Great dock.

This dock has been excellent. It has all the
different types of connections and I need.
The best part is the OWC eject app that can
quickly dismount volumes attached to the
dock. A winner in my book.

I have a 2018 MacBook Air. It has plenty of life left
in it, but only two USB-C ports. I've been struggling
with a port adapter - lots of juggling of cables,
losing connections to external drives, etc, Now,
I plug one USB-C cable into my laptop and it is
powered plus I have immediate access to my
Ethernet network, Two external backup drives
(one for CCC, one for Time Machine), a third
external SSD for my music and photo libraries
(due to the puny SSD in my laptop) and my USB-C
portable monitor. When it's time to move out, I just
use the provided Dock Ejector app from the menu
bar, unplug the single cable, and I'm on my way.
So very pleased!

External Displays with New MacBook Pro M1 Max
I recently purchased the MacBook Pro with the M1 Max
chip. I highly recommended this dock if you will be using
external monitors.

OWC USB-C Dual HDMI 4K Display
Adapter with DisplayLink
Works with USB-C, Thunderbolt 3, Thunderbolt 4, & USB 4
Besides creating delightful dual-display nirvana and being the only choice for M1
and M2 Macs - this nifty, pixel-multiplying adapter will work with ANY Mac or PC with
USB 3.2, USB4, or Thunderbolt (3 or later) including Intel Mac and PC systems. Plus,
charge your laptop too!
• Solution: allows two HDMI displays up to 4K on any Mac or PC with USB-C port,
is the solution that makes two displays possible on M1 and M2 Macs otherwise
restricted to a single display via Thunderbolt

External Displays with New
MacBook Pro M1 Max
It works extremely well with one
cable connection.

Worked straight away

Arrived a lot quicker than expected.
Was simple, plug in and it worked.
Can’t complain. Would use again

Excellent Product

It works perfectly with my Mac mini M1. I total have three ultra-wide
monitors and one of those monitors are connected with this adapter.
It works perfectly and does not overheat.

• Expansive: connect two HDMI displays up to 4K to a single Thunderbolt
or USB-C port on any Mac or Windows PC computer for up to four total
external displays

Learn more
about the OWC
USB-C Dual
HDMI Adapter

• Convenient: bus-powered via integrated 13-inch USB-C cable for use anywhere
• Comprehensive: power delivery pass-through so you don’t need another port to
charge your laptop. Drive up to two displays while charging a laptop – all while
using only a single USB-C port

owc.com/22w17a

owc.com/22w17b

only $119.00

OWC Thunderbolt Hub
Thunderbolt 3 / Thunderbolt 4 / USB4

Expand the number of Thunderbolt ports on your Thunderbolt (USB-C)
Mac, and Thunderbolt 4 PC.
• All the Thunderbolt you’ve always wanted: for the first time ver, add
more full speed, fully functional Thunderbolt ports to your computer

Great Hub for speed

• Plug it all in: your devices will deliver the same compatibility as when
they’re plugged directly into your computer

I was looking for a way to have several of my
thunderbolt drives active when video and audio
editing. This was a perfect solution!

• Reinvents the daisy chain: create multiple independent “tree
branches.” Plus, now connect up to 3 bus-powered Thunderbolt
or USB-C devices via each computer C port

This is a powerful little hub, works
exactly as I expected.

• More devices: connect more storage, two 4K displays or one
5K/6K/8K display, accessories... you name it, you can use it

OWC has been a trusted supplier of many of
my work and computer accessories, I have not
had problems for decades. I highly recommend
OWC products to anyone.

• Powerful: Thunderbolt port provides power delivery and charging
5 Ports of Connectivity:
• (4) Thunderbolt 4 (40Gb/s) ports

OWC Thunderbolt with MacBook Pro 14

• (1) USB 3 / USB-A (10Gb/s) port

5-Ports only $159.00 $149.00

owc.com/22w17c

My monitor uses two thunderbolt connections and I also use two printers. The MacBook has three Thunderbolt ports and a
separate MagSafe connection for power. So, between the open ports on the MacBook and the hub I have 5 thunderbolt ports
available, which easily meets my needs. I occasionally connect a card reader or CD Superdrive, but this is easily done with the USB
3.2 port on the hub or using one of the open ports on the MacBook Pro. This product works as advertised and is essentially plug
and play out of the box.

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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“Best Travel Hub”

"Best Hub for iPad"
— Ars Technica

Don't buy (or use) a laptop without it!

Since Apple has decided to eliminate almost
all utility ports from its newer laptops (only 2
Thunderbolts? Give us a break!), the average
MacBook owner is probably going to find this
Travel Dock indispensable.

OWC USB-C Travel Dock
Bus-powered / USB-C

The perfect mini-sized dock to connect, charge, and
display on the road, in the office, and at home
the best companion for a Macbook Pro 16"

5 Ports of Connectivity:

• Display connections up to 4K resolution
• Up to 100W pass-thru power

• (2) USB 3.2 / USB-A ports

• Built-in cable storage

• (1) USB-C port

• Palm-sized and ultra-portable

• (1) HDMI Port

• Compatible with any Mac, iPad, PC, or
Chromebook with an available USB-C Port.

• (1) SD card slot

Perfect addition to my
new iMac

Easy setup, love the small
footprint and works perfectly
with my new iMac

Great for reviewing photos

owc.com/22w18a

only $54.99
OWC USB-C Travel Dock E only $64.99

Just what I needed

Perfect companion for my new
MacBook Air. Adds the extra
ports I needed for my external
hard drives.

Same great everything + Ethernet port
owc.com/22w18b

I use it day by day even if I do not travel at all and
I think that is the best companion for a Macbook
Pro 16".

This dock does exactly what I wanted it to do. I
like to use my iPad Pro to quickly review photos
while in the field. I can attach the dock o the
USB-C port on the iPad, and then connect an
OWC SSD (for storage), and a CF Express card
reader to the dock

Works with my Apple M1

Works as advertised. Purchased
primarily for the 10GBe interface

OWC Thunderbolt 3 mini Dock

OWC Thunderbolt Pro Dock

Bus-Powered ‘Multi-Adapter’ with Dual 4K HDMI, Dual USB + Gigabit Ethernet

The Best Networking, Media, and Docking designed for Pro Creatives
• Fast & diverse: transfer files fast, daisy chain with
Thunderbolt, connect USB devices, add displays
• Full throttle bandwidth: share / stream up to 90%
faster with 10Gb/s Ethernet
• AVB ready: perfect for use in pro audio and video
with critical data synchronization
• Ingest content: easily handle multiple video and
photo card uploads up to 1,630MB/s

10 Ports of Connectivity:
• (2) Thunderbolt 3
(USB-C) Ports
• (1) 10 Gigabit Ethernet
• (1) USB-C (10Gb/s)
• (3) USB-A (10Gb/s)

• Add more viewspace: connect two 4K displays or
up to a single 8K display

• (1) DisplayPort Port

• Powerful: keep your notebook mobile use ready
with 85W charging power

• (1) Secure Digital (SD)

• (1) CFexpress

As low as $33.25/mo. at 0% APR.

• Gigabit Ethernet port for better streaming,
sharing, and surfin
• Connect a portable drive, flash drive, or card
reader via one USB 3 (5Gb/s) port
• Supports HDMI precision multi-channel audio
(LCPM, DTS, and Dolby Digital)
• Compatible with any Mac, iPad, PC, or
Chromebook with an available USB-C Port.
5 Ports of Connectivity:
• (1) USB 3.0 port

owc.com/22w18c

only $399.00

• Compact, lightweight – no AC adapter needed

• (2) HDMI Ports

• Compatible with any Mac, PC, or iPad with a
Thunderbolt (USB-C) port

Not just the fastest Ethernet
with up to 10G, but the ONLY
Thunderbolt dock with 10G!

• Charge small mobile devices and most
smartphones via USB 3 (5Gb/s) port

• (1) USB 2.0 port
• (1) Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) RJ-45 Port

High Quality Dock

I have a 2018 Macbook Pro 15" and
wanted to drive my two external HP
27es (27") displays with HDMI cables
as well as get an ethernet port in one
dock. The dock did not require any
installation of software or drivers, just
plugged it in and both monitors woke
up. I did not realize that I'd also still be
able to use the MacBook Pro's screen
in addition to the two externals.

only $149.00
owc.com/22w18d

The

Ultimate,

Bare Drive

High-Performance

Access Tool.

OWC Drive Dock

Dual-Drive Bays / USB-C (10Gb/s) / Mac
PC / iPad OS / Chrome
Great hard drive bay!

Drive Dock's unique design makes hot-swapping a breeze. Two
drive bays accommodate both 2.5-inch and 3.5-inch drives and
can access a drive in each simultaneously. Each bay features its
own independent power switch and LED activity monitor.
• Read your drives in real-time with up to 981MB/s speed
• Use dual 2.5-inch / 3.5-inch hard drives and SSDs

Features Universal USB Connectivity

Very pleased with this purchase. Not only
does it address all of my old SATA drives, but
it also recognized two drives that had been
software raided on my MacPro years ago
- recognizing them as a single raided drive!
Very impressed with this device.

Good solution

Very useful accessory

Learn more on page 45

• USB-C and USB-A cables
• Simultaneous dual-drive operation with independent power
• No bulky power brick

I have many backup HDs, and I like the fact that this can power two
separate bays. OWC always has a quality product!

only $99.00

owc.com/22w19a

Transforming for anyone needing more
Mac storage. Works like the internal
SSD at a fraction of apple's price.

Easy to install, works great

Simple, easy to use and it looks great on my desktop too. I am using
this for SATA SSD's as it allows me to use multiple drives in a single
USB-C port.

Newer Technology USB
Universal Drive Adapter

NewerTech Voyager S3
Access Data from any 2.5/3.5-inch
SATA HDD or SSD

Access bare drives from the last 35 years.
USB 3 / Mac / Windows / Linux

USB 3 / Mac / Windows / Linux

• Perfect for recovering data on failed or partially
failed drives

• Access SATA drives at full-speed
with USB 3.0
• Data transfer rates up to 6.0Gb/s
(500MB/s)
• Push-button drive eject for safe removal
• Access multiple SATA drives with
hot-swapping

only $49.95 $34.99

Drive Dock + Drive Bundles
1.0TB HDD 7200RPM $78.99
2.0TB HDD 7200RPM $99.88
4.0TB HDD 7200RPM $154.88
6.0TB HDD 7200RPM $194.88

• Hot swappable - Plug and play drives
(without rebooting)

owc.com/22w19c

only $34.00 $27.50

A Swiss Army Knife for bare drives

I like it and use it every day

This is the perfect instrument for moving HDDs
around when I need to add or download to and from
the vault archives.

• Reuse or access data from just about any bare
external 2.5-inch, 3.5-inch or 5.25-inch IDE, ATA,
ATAPI or SATA drive via USB 3

owc.com/22w19b

killer device

Incredibly useful tool for my daily needs
of accessing my vault of hard drive archive.

I replaced my old Voyager Q drive with this
unit. The data throughput takes advantage
of USB 3.1 and is significantly faster o my
MacPro. Having twin drive slots is very handy
when backing up one bare drive to another.
Having SSD slots is likewise just as useful.
I am very pleased with this purchase and its
performance. OWC products are top quality.

Keep my archive handy

Great for transferring data from old ATA/IDE
drives (3.5" and 2.5") to migrate onto current
SATA hardware without finding a working
old computer, and using the available slow
ethernet or USB-1 or 2 to transfer the data.

I’ve been using a Mac Pro for
years and had five hard drives
internal. This dock allows me to
have those at my finge tips while
using my new MacBook Pro. It’s
an elegant and simple solution.

1-800-275-4576

Just what I needed

I wanted to quickly identify a variety of hard
drives left over from various Mac systems
over the years. This little unit did the job.
OWC shipped it right away and it arrived
quickly. Now I know what I have and my
desk is cleared.

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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iJustine’s Ultimate
Editing Station
Known for making accessible, fun, and entertaining
in-depth reviews about everyday tech. iJustine’s
YouTube channel has generated more than 1.3 billion
views, and amassed 7 million subscribers.
As you can probably imagine, running a production
operation as large as Justine’s takes a lot of
horsepower — and Thunderbolt ports. That’s why
Justine relies on OWC docks, drives, and more to
get the most out of her drool-worthy Mac Studiopowered editing station.

Watch iJustine’s
Ultimate
Desktop Tour
owc.com/22w20a

Check out
iJustine’s OWC Gear…

Read the
Full Article

owc.com/22w20b

page 8

page 5

page 16

OWC miniStack STX

OWC Envoy Pro Elektron

OWC Thunderbolt Dock

Justine says her latest and favorite addition from
OWC is the miniStack STX. The miniStack matches
the footprint of the new Mac Studio perfectly,
allowing you to stack it on top or set it beneath
the powerful new Apple workstation for a lot of
expanded functionality. Though Apple has equipped
the Mac Studio with an ample amount of I/O, the
miniStack STX adds an extra four Thunderbolt 4
ports along with up to 18TB of internal storage.
Justine says the “incredible” miniStack is key to her
workflow as she connects all three of her displays
to it, allowing for easy switching between her
Mac Studio and MacBook Pro.

Another of Justine’s favorite OWC accessories is the
Envoy Pro Elektron. Available in capacities from 240GB
to 2.0TB, the Envoy Pro Elektron is a waterproof,
dustproof, crushproof, portable powerhouse of a super
fast SSD. Justine uses the 2TB fl vor of the Elektron
editing from the drive while on the go, and using it
to swap footage with other editors on her team.

Another product Justine swears by is the OWC
Thunderbolt Dock. This one’s pretty straightforward
as Justine mainly uses it when traveling to ensure
that her MacBook Pro has the Thunderbolt and USB
ports that her workflow requires, along with
a dedicated SD card slot.

page 10

page 10

page 42

OWC ThunderBlade

OWC ThunderBay Flex 8

OWC JellyFish

One of the most important pieces of Justine’s setup
is the OWC ThunderBlade. A Thunderbolt 3 solid state
RAID drive available in up to 32TB of capacity, Justine
uses 8.0TB and 16TB configu ations. The ThunderBlade
boasts data transfer speeds up to 2800MB/s and
features a second Thunderbolt port, allowing you to
daisy chain up to five additional Thunderbolt devices,
or connect a USB-C device or display.

If you shoot as much footage as Justine does, you need
a healthy amount of archival and backup storage. OWC’s
ThunderBay Flex 8 is Justine’s choice for archiving all
of her projects after export. Connecting via Thunderbolt
3 with support of virtually limitless storage capacity, the
ThunderBay features eight drive bays, eight ports (with
85W charging), and performance up to 2,750 MB/s.

For even further archival storage, Justine uses the
JellyFish. Optimized for 4K, 6K, and 8K workflows, the
OWC JellyFish allows for multiple editors to edit from
this RAID array simultaneously. Available in capacities
of 32-240TB, the JellyFish boasts 10GbE performance
and simple remote access.

20 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

Your Mac. More Space. Twice as Fast.
Aura Pro X2

DIY Your Mac with a Larger + Faster Drive!
OWC Aura Pro X2 SSDs for select 2013
and later Macs.

I should have done this long ago

The upgraded SSD is fast and four times the size of the
OEM storage. Installation was super easy and the migration
of the MacOS was straight forward. Definitely a
recommended upgrade.

Rejuvenate your Mac with performance that rivals
the latest models at a fraction of the cost.

Works great, easy installation.

Thanks — always have had good experience with MacSales.

• Like a new Mac: up to 3200MB/s read speeds
• Store more: up to 16x greater capacity than factory SSD
• Run at peak longer: consumes less power and runs
cooler for longer battery life

MacBook Pro with Retina
13-inch & 15-inch
240GB - 2.0TB from $79.00
Late 2013-2015

MacBook Air 11-inch
& 13-inch
240GB - 2.0TB from $79.00
Mid 2013-2017

OWC Aura Pro NT

Mac mini
240GB - 2.0TB
Late 2014

from $79.00

SSD Upgrade Solutions
240GB - 2.0TB
from $99.00
Includes: SSjD, tools &
1.0TB transfer drive

DIY upgrade your base-model Thunderbolt 3
Mac laptop with a larger drive.

• Spacious: store and access all your

data with up to 16x more capacity vs factory
-installed drive options

• Pro Level Performance: up to 2720MB/s for

faster A/V workflows, back-ups, app/gaming
load times, system responsiveness, and more
management design for the highest reliability,
the best performance and incredible longevity

SSD Upgrade Solutions
240GB - 2.0TB
from $169.00
Includes: SSD, tools &
2.0TB transfer drive
Monthly payment options
on orders $150 or more!
owc.com/22w21b

OWC Aura N2 SSDs

SSD Upgrades for most MacBook Pro,
MacBook Air, and Mac mini (2013 and Later)
Get the maximum return from your setup.
An SSD upgrade that revives the storage and
stamina of your Mac.

iMac 21.5-inch
240GB - 2.0TB from $89.00
Late 2013 - 2019

• Up to 2400MB/s real-world read speeds
longer battery life

240GB
480GB
1.0TB

Awesome upgrade

The tutorial is very clear and the process is straight forward.

$58.00
$79.00
$129.00

owc.com/22w21c

I made a Great purchase thanks to a friend recommendation.
I installed the SSD and Works great!

Excellent product and
great shipping

Once again, love how easy OWC/
MacSales makes it to upgrade
older Macs. Quick and easy with
detailed instructional videos!

• Up to 8x more capacity than factory
• Uses less power & runs cooler for

• Complete: includes tools for easy DIY install

Great Product

iMac 27-inch
240GB - 2.0TB from $89.00
Late 2013 - 2019

SSD Upgrade Kits
240GB - 2.0TB
from $59.00
Includes: SSD & tools

SSD Upgrades for 13-inch MacBook Pro
non-Touch Bar (2016-2017)

• Advanced Technology: the latest flash

owc.com/22w21a
Mac Pro
240GB - 2.0TB from $89.00
Late 2013 - 2019

Great value and
easy installation

Great product easy,
installation, and setup.

A new lease on life for older Macs

This part is essential due to the generally stingy capacity
offerings the Mac was originally sold with. I have bought
probably a half dozen for friends and family, thus avoiding
a purchase of an expensive new Mac.

Great value for replacement
of Apple part.

Run Windows on Your Mac

Save over 50% on Parallels Desktop Pro with purchase of select drives!

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC Accelsior 8M2

Up to 12,000MB/s / 64TB / 8 SSDs
The Fastest, Highest-Capacity PCIe SSD
in the Galaxy.

• Revolutionary: the fastest drive available for

2019 Mac Pro, Windows or Linux computers

• Mind-blowing Performance: up to 12,000MB/s speeds with
PCIe Gen 3 Mac Pro models today

• Future Upgradeable: up to 30,000MB/s in Gen4 PCIe

PCIe Solid-State Drives
RAID 0, 1, 4, 5 and 1+0 (10), JBOD
2.0TB
$1,249.00
4.0TB
$1,599.00
8.0TB
$1,999.00
16TB
$3,249.00
32TB
$6,999.00
64TB
$12,799.00

As low as $66.58/mo.
at 0% APR

• Bleeding Edge Design: utilizes the full bandwidth of the

owc.com/22w22a

latest PCIe technology

page 23

DIY add your own NVMe SSDs
8-Drive PCIe Adapter Card
$799.99

• Massive Space: up to eight SSDs for jaw-dropping
storage capacity

Works perfect
with OWC Aura P12
Pro SSDs

• Multi-RAID: supports multiple RAID levels and RAID sets for
maximum flexibilit

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID engine makes
it easy to create, monitor, and manage your RAID arrays

Works inside:

• Mac Pro (2019 - Current)
• PC Towers

16tb OWC Accelsior SSD

Excellent drive, the fastest I have ever used.
Excellent service from OWC

OWC Accelsior 4M2
Up to 6000MB/s / 32TB / 4 SSDs
Change Your Performance Reality

• Supercharges Mac and PC: ideal for

Mac Pro 2019, Mac Pro 2012 or 2010,
and PC towers

• Highly Versatile: installs into a full-height, half-length x8 or
x16 PCIe 3.0 or 2.0 slot

• Slot-Powered: no extra power cables needed

PCIe Solid-State Drives
RAID 0, 1, 4, 5 and 1+0 (10), JBOD
1.0TB
$499.00
2.0TB
$679.00
4.0TB
$879.00
8.0TB
$1,399.00
16TB
$2,799.00
32TB
$6,279.00
DIY add your own NVMe SSDs
8-Drive PCIe Adapter Card
$349.99

• Silent Cooling: finned heat sink c ver for fanless operation

As low as $29.08/mo. at 0% APR

• SoftRAID XT: the world’s most advanced RAID engine makes

owc.com/22w22b

it easy to create, monitor, and manage your RAID arrays

Works perfect
with OWC Aura P12
Pro SSDs
page 23

Great product and
almost more importantly,
great customer service!

I’m not a super tech-y person but didn’t want
to pay the $100 installation fee for something
that wasn’t that hard. They walked me through
it (twice) and it works wonderfully.
Definitely a recommended upg ade.

Works inside:

• OWC Mercury Helios 3S page 32
• OWC ThunderBay Flex 8 page 10
• OWC Flex 1U4 page 11

Works perfect with
OWC Aura P12 Pro SSDs

OWC Accelsior 1M2

page 23
for Mac Pro (2019) / Mac Pro
(2010-2012) Mac Pro / PC towers

Up to 3200MB/s / 8.0TB

The speed-boosting, capacity-expanding PCIe
NVMe SSD for content creators, performance
enthusiasts, and gamers.

• Test-certified: verified compatible with 2019 Mac
as well as 2012/2010 Mac Pro and PC towers

o,

• Up to 3200MB/s for bandwidth-heavy video, audio, photography, and design needs
• Near instant start-up and business critical app launching

PCIe Solid-State Drives
240GB
$84.99
480GB
$119.00
1.0TB
$179.00
2.0TB
$299.00
4.0TB
$649.00
8.0TB
$1,479.00
DIY add your own NVMe SSD
Single Drive PCIe Adapter Card
$24.99

• Real-time processing of intensive transfer tasks like multi-stream video editing

As low as $29.08/mo.
at 0% APR

• Shorter render, capture, and process times in video suites like

owc.com/22w22c

Adobe Premier, Final Cut Pro/Pro X, DaVinci Resolve, and Avid Pro Tools

• Quicker production capabilities in photo and audio platforms like Adobe Photoshop,
Lightroom, and Apple Logic Pro X

• Faster game level-loading, responsiveness, and save times
• Slot-powered: no extra power cables needed

22 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

Works inside:

• OWC Mercury Helios 3S page 32
• OWC ThunderBay Flex 8 page 10
• OWC Flex 1U4 page 11

World’s first U.2 carrier shuttle for up to
four NVMe M.2 SSDs in a 3.5-inch drive size
great product!

it works as it should.
I’d recommend it

OWC U2 Shuttle

DIY SSD Enclosure
1.0TB (4 x 250GB)
2.0TB (4 x 500GB)
4.0TB (4 x 1TB)
8.0TB (4 x 2TB)
16.0TB (4 x 4TB)
16.0TB (4 x 4TB)

Four-Slot / NVMe M.2 to U.2 Carrier Shuttle
Blistering speed. Massive capacity. RAID-ready flexibility. Swappable
convenience. The OWC U2 Shuttle is everything you’ve wanted in
a multiple blade SSD but couldn’t get until now. It is the world’s first
shuttle for four NVMe SSDs that easily inserts into 3.5-inch drive bays.
Built for OWC storage and PCIe expansion solutions, this innovative
carrier shuttle can also be used with PCs and servers with U.2
drive bays.

$149.00
$379.00
$549.00
$779.00
$1,329.00
$3,099.00
$6,299.00

As low as $45.75/mo. at 0% APR
owc.com/22w23a

• Configurable: choose from preconfigured solutions or add your
own NVMe M.2 2280 SSDs

• RAID ready: RAID 0, 1, 4, 5, or 10 for speed, protection, or the best
of both attributes

• Easy Swaps: move between OWC U.2 devices as well as PCs,
enclosures, and servers

Works inside:

• OWC Helios 3S page 32

• Ideal for media workflows: dramatically lowers production to lab

• OWC ThunderBay Flex 8 page 10

shipping costs vs shipping larger, heavier drives

• Mercury Pro NVMe Dual page 12

• Secure: key lock for data security compliance

• Computers and devices with
a 3.5-inch U.2 drive bay

Introducing
The OWC U2 Shuttle
owc.com/22w23b

Raise Your Game with NVMe Performance
OWC Aura P12 Pro
PCIe 3.0 NVMe M.2 2280 SSD

Build the external SSD of your dreams, or ramp up your PC gaming rig
with OWC SSD storage capacity, performance, and reliability built in.

• Blistering fast: up to 3400MB/s reads

240GB
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB
8.0TB

$59.00
$79.00
$129.00
$249.00
$599.00
$1,399.00

• Super writes: up to 3000MB/s

As low as $66.58/mo. at 0% APR

• The perfect DIY SSD for: enclosures and PCs

owc.com/22w23c

Combine with these greats:

• OWC Accelsior PCIe SSDs page 22
• OWC Envoy Express portable SSD page 7
• OWC Express 4M2 page 10
• U2 Shuttle page 23

OWC Aura P13 Pro
PCIe 3.0 / NVMe M.2 2242 SSD

Whether you’re editing large format video in the field on an ultra-thin
notebook, or using Affinity Photo to do delicate image retouching on
an all-in-one machine, the Aura P13 Pro helps you go the distance.

• Class leading performance: up to 2771MB/s for faster pro A/V

workflows, video streaming, system responsiveness, back-ups, app
gaming load times, and more

Excellent Drives

Purchased four 1TB Aura P12 Pro NVMe M.2 drives for the Accelsior 4M2 Expansion card.
The expansion card is now in my Thunderbay Flex 8 system which I use to store and edit
all my current photography projects. The drives along with the new Flex 8 system has been
performing flawlessly

The fastest drive for ultrabooks,
notebooks, all-in-one computers,
Chromebooks, mini PCs, and
external drives.

• Compact solution: the best choice for computers and devices that

240GB
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB

utilize a 2242-sized M.2 SSD

• Advanced technology: the latest flash management design for the
highest reliability, performance, and longevity

$49.00
$69.00
$119.00
$229.00

owc.com/22w23d

• Protects your data: includes Acronis True Image OWC Data Protection, the only backup and ransomware protection solution available

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC 2.5-inch SSDs

“...a superb drive for the enthusiast
who demands a blazing-fast SSD without
compromise ...highly recommended...”
–Mark Poppin, AlienBabelTech

Serving the Mac universe with reliable + fast SSDs for over a decade!

Up to 92x faster than a hard drive!

“Editors Choice without a second thought!
Great job OWC!”
–Les Tokar, The SSD Review.com

Replace your conventional hard drive with a reliable solid state drive.
Unlike traditional hard drives, OWC SSDs have no moving parts, resulting in a quiet,
cool, highly rugged storage solution with faster system responsiveness.

Mercury EXTREME Pro 6G SSD

Our highest performing 2.5-inch SSDs for Macs, racks, and external drives
Extreme Pro is the fastest 2.5-inch SATA SSD available today for computing, external storage, and fully
Audio/Video end to end certified for demanding editing, ingest, and direct in Camera A/V capture. When
you want to the maximum 100% of the time from your SATA SSD – Choose only the OWC Extreme Pro.
This is the drive you choose when you always want or need the highest sustained performance on both
read and write and for the entire drive and for any application.

• Incredible Performance: sustained Data Rates up to 559MB/s Read, 527MB/s Write

240GB
480GB
1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB

$59.00
$99.00
$149.00
$279.00
$679.00

Monthly payment
options on orders
$150 or more!
owc.com/22w24a

• Powerful Processor & SyncNAND for Real-World Speed: ideal for the most demanding applications
including high-speed audio, film/video, pho ography, graphic production, and more

• Maximum Data Reliability: duraWrite and RAISE technologies and use of top quality Tier 1 NAND
Flash provide maximum performance with unrivaled data reliability, integrity and longevity

• Award-Winning Reliability & Support: proudly designed in Austin, TX, and backed
by OWC’s unrivaled free lifetime support

Awesome as always!

I have been purchasing Apple upgrades from
OWC/MacSales since the beginning. Great
company, great products, great service. The 1.0TB
SSD installed easily and is really fast.
Highly recommended!!

OWC Mercury Electra 6G SSD

High-performance 2.5-inch SSDs for Macs, racks, and external drives
Best in Class performance for general computing and light creative work flows,
gaming, external enclosures, and more.

• Powerful Processor for Real-world Speed: maximum performance with unrivaled data reliability,
integrity and longevity

• Speed: fast Startup and great overall performance with substantially sustained performance of over
500MB/s both read and right

Perfect service as always

Some of my gear is dated and a
little quirky, but this place always delivers
the goods. Always on time, always
pristine, and always a great value.

120GB
250GB
500GB
1.0TB
2.0TB

Great Product

Wonderful little solid state drive,
and very fast speed.

$26.99
$34.99
$68.99
$99.99
$219.99

Monthly payment
options on orders
$150 or more!
owc.com/22w24b

• Great for Notebooks/Laptops: super speed lets you get more from your battery. And with
no moving parts, this SSD can handle your mobile lifestyle

• Award-Winning Reliability & Support: proudly designed in Austin, TX, and backed by OWC’s
unrivaled free lifetime support

Just what I ordered,
delivered quickly

Good solid hardware, and
detailed installation videos
to answer any questions.

Works Great

My Mac was running slow for years.
Contacted them for advise on which
drive to get and they directed me to
this one. Installed and working great.

Boot in Seconds!

You can swap out the
hard drive or SSD inside
many Macs to step up
to pure OWC SSD performance.

Great customer service and
products supported by excellent
videos and information.

OWC shows they are in a league of their own.
My products were shipped timely, the company
stands by their brand and always delivers.

What’s an SSD?
A solid-state drive uses chip-based flash memory vs the spinning disks found in hard drives.
Providing the ultimate performance boost, plus amazing reliability vs fragile hard drives.

Why OWC SSDs?
Rigorously, time-tested designs, great warranties, and made and backed by
people who care. Free DIY videos seal the deal. We make it easy. Just select your
Mac to find the pe fect SSD upgrade to make your Mac better and faster than new!

Shop for your
Mac today!
owc.com/22w24c

24 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

Why Buy
OWC Memory

"WOW! SUPER fast shipping and the
best prices on memory I’ve ever seen!
My new “go to” site for Mac products…"

DIY Easy Performance Boost!
Lowest Memory Prices This
Side of the Galaxy!

OWC memory is built-to-last, & better still, built
above and beyond factory specs. That means
your memory upgrade will last, or even outlast
your Mac. Work with larger files, use mor
apps at the same time, and make your
Mac faster.
OWC

MEMORY
TRADE-IN
REBATE

“OWC is my go to place for all things Mac. I've
been a Mac user since 1988 and when I need
memory, storage or a bump up on speed for my
computers I always check in with OWC."

Trade In Your Original Memory and SAVE!

Within 60 days from the purchase date of qualifying OWC memory,
you can choose to trade in your old memory for a cash rebate!

Improve System Speed

More Apps. More Files.

Save $$ vs Factory

Save Up to 80% vs Factory!

Unleash the true performance of your iMac with this
simple 5 minute install. Go faster, do more, and open
more with OWC. Free step-by-step install videos. Save
even more when you trade in your original memory.

page 30

owc.com/22w25b

As low as $29.49/mo. at 0% APR.

Step-by-Step Videos

2019-2020

Shop all OWC Memory
Upgrades for Mac mini
from 2006 to current Intel.

Maxed out! 64GB (32GB x2) $176.99

Lifetime Warranty

Memory Upgrades for 27-inch iMac with
Retina 5K Display

2018-Current

8.0GB-64GB from $27.99

Lab Tested Compatibility

5 Minutes to a Faster 5K

Memory Upgrades for Mac mini

Apple made the latest Intel Mac mini super-easy
to upgrade the memory, and our install videos
make the process even easier by guiding you stepby-step from start-to-finish. Make your Mac mini
OWC fast today! Save even more when you trade
in your original memory.

owc.com/22w25a

Make Your Mac Pro
Faster in Minutes

16GB-128GB from $54.99

Maxed out! 128GB (32GB x4) $349.99
As low as $29.16/mo. at 0% APR.

page 26

Shop all OWC Memory
Upgrades for iMac from
the late 90's to 2020.
owc.com/22w25c

Increased Performance

Memory Upgrades for MacBook Pro
2006-2016

Memory Upgrades for Mac Pro
Mac Pro's were built to be upgraded. When you
need more power a simple DIY memory install will
usually do the trick. Go faster and work with larger
files with ease. 0 minute upgrade. Free install
videos. Save even more when you trade in your
original memory.

page 32

Shop memory for your
Mac Pro today!

2019-Current from $49.97
Late 2013-2019 from $19.99
2010-2012 from $11.99

owc.com/22w25d

?

DID YOU

KNOW

Take your non-Retina MacBook Pro’s performance
above and beyond with OWC memory. This highpage 28
quality, cost-effective upgrade is super DIY easy
with our free install videos. Adding more memory
—up to 16GB, will not only make your Mac faster,
Shop memory for your
but will also help your machine multitask more
MacBook Pro today!
effectively while using memory-intensive programs.

owc.com/22w25e

8.0GB from $22.99
16GB from $49.97

OWC provides memory upgrades for
most Macs – even from the 90’s! Our
online memory guide makes it easy
to find the perfect OWC Memory
owc.com/22w25f
upgrade for your Mac.

OWC iMac
Upgrades
Take your iMac to the next level with OWC
Drive Upgrades, Memory and More

Upgrade Your iMac’s Internal Drive with
a Larger Hard Drive or Blazing-Fast OWC SSD.

OWC DIY HDD Upgrade Kits

OWC DIY SSD Upgrade Kits

Thanks to OWC's innovative HDD Upgrade Kits, you can install a hard drive up to
18TB in your iMac. OWC's iMac HDD Upgrade Kits are the only solutions on the
market to offer full compatibility with the digital thermal reporting in Apple's SMC.

Ditch that old spinning internal hard drive and take
your iMac’s performance into the stratosphere with
OWC SSDs. You won’t believe how fast your iMac will
startup, load apps, and how large files and data opens
up in a snap. Why buy new, when you can make your
iMac better-than-new with an OWC SSD upgrade?

for iMac (2009 - 2019)

for Intel and Power PC iMacs from the last 18 years.

If you have a great iMac with a failing HDD, Apple’s high fee only gets you the same
size drive you started with. OWC is the ONLY solution on the market designed to
instead let you upgrade it yourself or with a certified tech for up o 18TB of internal
storage while being 100% Apple SMC compatible. No Software tricks, No hacks,
an OWC innovation that ensures full hardware diagnostic compliance along with
the factory fan control and temperature monitoring that Apple Expects.
• Includes all the tools you need to upgrade
(or replace) the HDD in an iMac (2009 - 2019)
• Replace a failing HDD or just upgrade smaller
capacity drive for up to 18TB in 2009-2019 iMac.
Or go silent running with Lightning Fast SSD
up to 4.0TB

120GB SSD
250GB SSD
500GB SSD
1.0TB SSD
2.0TB SSD
4.0TB SSD

from $47.75
from $59.75
from $79.75
from $134.75
from $200.75
from $604.75

Kits from $19.75

• 30-day 100% Money-Back Guarantee

owc.com/22w26b

• DIY install videos
• Performance & reliability at an exceptional value

Kits from $32.99
owc.com/22w26a

OWC is the "Go To Vendor" for Apple parts and upgrades

Good service and support, orders are sent out in a timely fashion.

Perfect Fit, Great Instructions.
A daunting task made easy.

Swapping a hard drive in an iMac seemed
daunting and honestly, I wasn't looking
forward to the experience AT ALL. OWC's
install kit made the task simple and
relatively painless.

My iMac fans are silent

Works perfectly, can't recommend it enough

27-inch iMac / 5K
(2009 - 2020)

Go Faster, Do More, and Open More
with OWC DIY Memory Upgrades.
Unleash the true performance of your iMac. Go faster, do more,
and open more with OWC. Free step-by-step install videos to
help you along the way.

This iMac is amazingly easy to upgrade. All it takes is
10-20 minutes popping off a rear memory cover, install
OWC Memory, close, and your iMac just went into
hyperspeed.

OWC DIY Memory
16GB
from $46.79
32GB
from $89.99
64GB
from $176.99
96GB
from $279.97
128GB
from $349.99

21.5-inch iMac / 4K
(2009 - 2019)

The smaller sized iMacs require going inside to install
more memory. OWC makes it a DIY step-by-step
process with a free install video and all the tools
required to make your machine OWC fast.

OWC DIY Memory
16GB
from $46.79
32GB
from $89.99
64GB
from $176.99

Mac Mini Gen 4 (Intel)

We have iMac Pro memory options as well!
Install up to 512GB
from $299.99

We also have memory for
pre 2009 iMacs as well!

owc.com/22w26c
The lowest memory prices this side of the galaxy!
OWC DIY Memory is built-to-last, and built above and beyond the
factory specs. That means your OWC memory upgrade will last as
long as - or even outlive - your Mac.

26 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

There is no comparison is price and value. Lets see
178.00 on OWC for 64mb RAM or $1000.00 on Apples
website upgrading the same Mac Mini.

Excellent upgrade for a 2019 27" iMac

Purchased 128 GB RAM this past May for my 2019 27"
iMac. Swapping out the RAM modules was an extremely
easy and quick process.

OWC Drives, Docks and Accessories for iMac
Expand your storage, add connectivity, and use accessories with plug and play ease.

owc.com/22w27a

OWC Envoy Pro Elektron

OWC Mercury Elite Pro mini

OWC ThunderBay Family

OWC Mercury Pro Optical Drive

OWC External Storage

USB-C Ultra-Portable SSD! Its
blazing-fast, waterproof, dustproof,
and crushproof.

USB 3.2 portable drive for Macs,
PCs, iPads, Chromebooks, and
Android tablets.

Large capacity, super-fast
Thunderbolt drives built for
demanding workflows. L ved by pros!

Add Blu-Ray, DVD, & CD Capability
to Mac or PC. Read/Write/Archive/
Media Playback.

240GB-2.0TB from $89.00

480GB-24TB from $89.00

Up to 176TB from $249.00

from $79.00

High-performance solutions perfect
for everything from backups to
Hollywood film p oduction. Portable +
Desktops + HDDs + SSDs

page 5

page 6

pages 9 & 10

from $124.00

page 40

owc.com/22w27b

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual
3-Port USB hub dual-drive RAID.
Large capacity + performance +
USB connectivity.
Up to 36TB from $299.99

OWC 14-Port
Thunderbolt 3 Dock
Connect to practically anything all
while charging your laptop through
a single cable.

OWC 5-Port Thunderbolt Hub

OWC Drive Dock USB-C

Award-Winning OWC Docks

Expand the number of Thunderbolt
ports on your Thunderbolt (USB-C)
Mac / Thunderbolt 4 PC.
only $159.00 $149.00

Connect multiple bare SATA drives
with flexibility and ease with this truly
indispensable drive tool.

Get the docks pros and hobbyists
alike rely on everyday to keep their
workflows connected

page 17

page 19

only $119.99 $99.00

5-14 port Docks from $54.99

page 12

$329.00

Plug Into Desktop-Class GPUs

Sabrent USB 3.0 Hubs

Wired + Wireless Keyboards

Apple Magic Mouse 2

Audio-Technica Headphones

AKiTiO Node Titan Thunderbolt eGPU.
Go GPU, or add an AVID HDX card
to your rig.

Add extra ports for connecting or
charging printers, drives, iPhone, iPad
and more.

Enhance your rig with a better typing
experience. Save big on Apple, iClever,
Macally, and Matias

This is one very popular Bluetooth
multi-touch mouse with a built-in
rechargeable battery.

from $249.00

Up to 44% off

Up to 55% off

Up to 35% off

Hear more of your music with less
ambient noise, pure dynamic audio,
and full-range sound, with wireless
Bluetooth 5.0.

page 44

page 16

1-800-275-4576

only $54.00

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC
Mac Laptop
Upgrades
Take your Mac laptop to the
next level with OWC Drive Upgrades,
Memory and More

Upgrade to a Larger +
Faster Drive

an OWC brand

Bring Back More Time Unplugged
with NewerTech Laptop Batteries

MacBook Pro (pre-2016)
MacBook Air (pre 2017)

Supercharge your beloved previous-gen Mac laptop’s storage and performance
with a OWC DIY SSD upgrade. Plus, reuse the original drive as a portable drive.
Free install vids guide the way step-by-step. Kits come with all the tools you need
to flawlessly upgrade your Mac.

for MacBook Pro + MacBook Air

Don’t lose time sending your Mac laptop out for weeks when you can DIY
upgrade your battery at home or in the office. Kits include everything needed
to upgrade, plus free install videos guide you step-by-step.

starting
from $54.00

owc.com/22w28a

Don’t wait, just do it!

Can’t believe how
straightforward this was.
Wish I would have done
this years ago. Instructions
were great, even data
migration was easy!
The iMac is next!

Very excellent SSD,
great price
I purchased the 2TB SSD
and it arrived with
24 hours, install video
extremely helpful!
Highly recommended!

Up to 4.0TB
Kits from $36.00

owc.com/22w28b

Hello Dual-Displays. Now on your M1 and M2 Mac.
Oh and BTW… it works with USB-C and Thunderbolt Macs & PCs too

Excellent Product

It works perfectly with my Mac mini M1.
I total have three ultrawide monitors and
one of those monitors are connected
with this adapter.

OWC USB-C Dual HDMI
4K Display Adapter with
DisplayLink
only $119.00
owc.com/22w28c

We have memory upgrades
for Macs going all the way back
the 1990’s. Including previous
gen MacBook Pros!
And nothing makes an older Mac perform its best
like an OWC DIY Memory upgrade. Free install videos
guide your upgrade step-by-step.
Whether it’s a Mac Pro or a MacBook Pro
our online Mac Memory Guide makes it
easy to find the perfect memory upgrade
for your machine.

OWC USB-C to
USB-A Adapter

Connect standard USB
devices/use existing
cables to USB-C based
Macs, PCs, iPads, and
Chromebooks.

• Connect your current USB Type-A devices

to computers and hubs with a USB Type-C port

• Supports data rates up to 5Gb/s
• Also compatible with previous

USB generations and standards

28 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

owc.com/22w28d

Grab 1 or grab a few.
only $14.99 $7.99
47% holiday savings!

BONUS: only $3.99
with qualifying purchase

owc.com/22w28e

OWC Drives, Docks
and Accessories
for Mac Laptops

Holiday Deals
Delivered
Straight to
Your Inbox!

y!
Sign up tod9aa
owc.com/22w2

NuPower Dual Port
USB-C Power Charger
Power and/or charge 2 devices.
iPhone, iPad, Android, notebooks,
wearables...anything USB!
only $59.99 $39.00

Expand your storage, add
connectivity, and use accessories
with plug and play ease.

Apple Genuine Laptop Chargers
Replace a worn out charger, or grab
a spare.
USB-C models
from $49.00 $18.75
MagSafe models
from $79.00 $29.00

OWC Thunderbolt Dual
DisplayPort Adapter

Apple Magic Mouse 2

Wired + Wireless Keyboards

Add 4K, 5K, or 8K displays
to your computer.

This is one very popular Bluetooth
multi-touch mouse with a built-in
rechargeable battery.

Enhance your rig with a better typing
experience. Save big on Apple, iClever,
Macally, and Matias

only $94.99 $79.00

Up to 35% off

Up to 55% off

owc.com/22w29b

OWC Thunderbolt 3
mini Dock
Bus-powered “multi-adapter”
with Dual 4K HDMI, dual USB +
Gigabit Ethernet

OWC USB-C Travel Dock E

The best mini-sized dock to connect,
charge, display, and import on-the-go.
only $64.99

only $149.00

OWC 14-Port
Thunderbolt 3 Dock
Connect to practically anything all
while charging your laptop through
a single cable.
$329.00

OWC Thunderbolt Dock

Award-Winning OWC Docks

Expand your connectivity: add more
Thunderbolt ports + works with USB-C
machines too!

Get the docks pros and hobbyists
alike rely on everyday to keep their
workflows connected

11 ports
only $299.00

5-14 port Docks
from $54.99
page 16-19

page 16

owc.com/22w29c

OWC Envoy Express

OWC Envoy Pro Elektron

OWC Envoy Pro FX

World’s first Thunderbolt certified
bus-powered “add-your-own-drive”
enclosure. NVMe M.2 SSD

USB-C Ultra-Portable SSD!
It’s blazing-fast, waterproof, dustproof,
and crushproof.

Hyper-fast portable SSD.
Thunderbolt and USB. Mac + PC +
iPad + Chromebook + Surface

DIY enclosure only $79.00
4TB to 8TB from $849.00

240GB - 2.0TB from $89.00

240GB - 4.0TB from $219.00

page 5

OWC Slim 8X
External Optical Drive
Bus-powered DVD / CD / M-DISC
reader / burner. Store discs with zero
power. Mac / PC / USB
from $49.95 $39.99

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

OWC External Storage
High-performance solutions perfect for
everything from backups to Hollywood
film p oduction. Portable + Desktops +
HDDs + SSDs
page 5-13

www.macsales.com
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Max Out Your mini
This Season

Unleash your mini’s full potential with SSDs
and memory upgrades. Grab the right accessories for your
mini or Studio to make it perfect for you!

?

DID YOU
OWC Memory Upgrades
One of the easiest and most cost-effective ways you
can upgrade the performance of your Mac mini.

• Rigorously in-house lab tested
• OWC MaxRAM Certificatio
• Easy DIY install videos for an easy upgrade

KNOW
Memory Worked Great!!
This memory worked great
on my new Mac! I now have
enough memory to do
everything - and not get that
annoying “out of memory”
when I run Photoshop ;)

• Lifetime warranty with advanced replacement

for Mac mini
2018 - Current

8GB
16GB
32GB
64GB

only $27.99
from $49.99
from $88.99
only $176.99

4GB
8GB
12GB
16GB

only $12.99
from $22.99
only $37.99
only $44.99

owc.com/22w30a

for Mac mini
2012
owc.com/22w30b

for Mac mini
2011
owc.com/22w30c

$

2GB
4GB
8GB
12GB

only $9.49
from $13.99
from $24.99
only $53.99

16GB

only $49.97

You can upgrade your
Mac Studio with pro storage, keyboards,
mice, cables, hubs, dock, and more.

Read OWC’s RocketYard Blog for Storage
and Connectivity Solutions for Mac Studio

OWC SSD Upgrades
for Mac mini
2006-Late 2014
Swap out the hard drive for
a dramatic performance boost,
or add an SSD as a fast
second drive.
Install up to two internal
drives with OWC Data Doubler
from $19.75
Save over 50% on Parallels
Desktop Pro with purchase
of select drives!

$

120GB - 2.0TB

from $24.99

Popular Capacities:
500GB
1.0TB
2.0TB

$49.99
$94.99
$169.99

owc.com/22w30g

As low as $28.33/mo. at 0% APR.

Trade in your original drive
and save.

Trade In your original memory and save!

Shop all
OWC Memory Upgrades
for Mac mini from 2006
to current Intel.

owc.com/22w30f

See next page
for Mac Studio
Accessories

owc.com/22w30h

owc.com/22w30d

I should have done this long ago

The upgraded SSD is fast and four times the size of the OEM storage. Installation
was super easy and the migration of the MacOS was straight forward. Definitely
a recommended upgrade.when I run Photoshop ;)
owc.com/22w30e

NOTE: Apple Silicon Mac mini models are not DIY upgradeable, so we recommend
you order the 16GB memory version.

30 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

OWC Drives, Docks,
and Accessories for Mac mini
& Mac Studio

OWC Thunderbolt Hub
Add more universal Thunderbolt ports
+ 1 x USB port to greatly expand your
connection possibilities.
5-ports
$159.00 $149.00
page 17

NewerTech NuShelf Dual Mount
for Mac mini 2010-current +
Mac Studio
Slick way to mount your Mac Studio,
up to TWO Mac minis, or stack a mini
+ OWC miniStack together out of
sight under a desk/shelf.

OWC miniStack STX

OWC Thunderbolt Dock

Storage and Thunderbolt Xpansion in
a sleek enclosure that pairs perfectly
with a Mac Studio or latest Mac mini.

Massively expand your connectivity:
Add more Thunderbolt ports + works
with USB-C machines.

Configure your way
from $279.00

11-ports
$299.00

NewerTech NuStand mini XL
for Mac mini 2010-current +
Mac Studio

Help your Mac mini stay put with this
non-skid rubber foot. Adhesive backing
makes installation a snap.
$9.95 $4.74

page 16

page 6

NewerTech NuPad Base for Mac
mini 2010-current + Mac Studio

$44.99 $39.00

OWC ThunderBay Flex 8

OWC ThunderBlade

OWC Flex 1U4

Flexible 8-Bay Storage +
8-Port Connectivity + PCIe Expansion.

The innovative and revolutionary
drive that continues to impress
audio and video pros with amazing
performance.

4-Bay Thunderbolt Storage,
Docking, and PCIE Expansion
Rackmount Solution

RAID Storage
from $2,529.00
DIY 8-Bay Enclosure
$1,279.00
page 10

Rugged SSD 1.0TB - 32TB
from $829.00
page 10

The perfect monitor riser elevates
your monitor 3.5-inches to an
ergonomically proper viewing height.

Configure Yours
from $1,899.00
DIY Enclosure
$1,299.00

OWC ThunderBay Family
Large capacity, super-fast Thunderbolt
drives built for demanding workflows
Loved by pros!
Up to 176TB from $249.00
page 9-10

$44.99

page 11

NewerTech NuStand Alloy
for Mac mini 2010-current
Sturdy aluminum alloy base elegantly
holds your Mac mini for convenient
use. Non-skid rubber feet for stable
operation.
$24.99 $19.00

OWC miniStack

OWC Thunderbolt Pro Dock

A compact, high-capacity storage
solution that stacks great with Mac
mini or Mac Studio.

The Best Networking, Media,
and Docking designed for Pro Creatives

1.0TB - 18TB
from $129.00
page 8

10-ports
$399.00
page 18

NewerTech NuCube –
Show off That Mac mini!
Beautifully place any Mac mini
2010-current on it’s side for cooler
running and more desktop space too.
Enjoy full port accessibility too!
$69.96 $49.00

owc.com/22w31a

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Quad

OWC Gemini

Achieve massive capacity, max
performance, and amazing RAID
flexibility for any need

Hardware RAID storage via
2 x 3.5-inch or 2.5-inch HDD
or SSDs plus connectivity with
Thunderbolt, USB, Ethernet,
DP, and SD slots.

4.0TB - 72TB
from $629.00
page 10

4.0TB - 36TB
from $449.00
page 12

owc.com/22w31b

You Get a Port
and You Get a Port!

Expand Your mini
or Studio’s Storage

With all our desktop accessories, it
seems like our machines never have
enough ports to support them. Fear
not..with over 10 docks and hubs to
choose from, you will find the right
expansion option to connect it all.

Quickly and easily add more storage
to your Mac mini or Mac Studio. This
cost effective upgrade is cheaper than
upgrading factory storage.

OWC Envoy Pro FX
The fastest most compatible
drive with speeds up to 2800MB/s.
Take your files on-the-go wit
fanless operation.
240GB - 4.0TB
from $219.00
page 5

owc.com/22w31c

Gear for Mac mini + Mac Studio
Maximize your desktop workspace with
the right accessories for your Mac
mini or Mac Studio.

page 5-12

page 16-19

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Power up your Mac Pro
(2019-Current)
Make the most of your amazing Mac Pro, from 12
easy access DIY upgradeable memory slots, 8 PCIe
expansion slots, 2 flash drive bays, and more!

OWC 14-Port
Thunderbolt 3 Dock

Thunderbolt / USB / USB-C /
SD / microSD / Audio
The best dock for Mac laptops is
the perfect upgrade for your Mac
Pro's connectivity.

Mac Pro Memory
When you need more power a
simple DIY memory install will
usually do the trick. Go faster and
work with larger files with ease
Up to 1.5TB for the latest Mac Pro
Up to 128GB for the previous gen

$329.00

page 25

OWC Rover Pro Wheels Kit
for Mac Pro (2019 - Current)

OWC 11-Port Thunderbolt Dock

A toolless, patent-pending design
for adding highly positional,
360-degree wheels to your Mac
Pro in under two minutes. Save
64% vs factory options!

One of our most popular docks.
Massively expand your connectivity:
add more Thunderbolt ports + works
with USB-C machines too!

OWC ThunderBay 4

OWC 5-Port Thunderbolt Hub

Capacity, speed, and flexibility is yours
with one of our most popular and
beloved drives ever!
4.0TB - 72TB from $829.00

Expand the number of Thunderbolt
ports on your Apple silicon or a
Thunderbolt 4 PC.
only $159.00 $149.00

Two Thunderbolt 3 ports / 4-bay RAID

page 9

Thunderbolt 3 / Thunderbolt 4 / USB 4

page 17

Forget worrying about whether you
have the right USB-C or Thunderbolt
cables. Stock up on the cables that
connect to everything with ease.
0.7M - 2.0M from $24.00

page 16

$249.00

OWC Thunderbolt 4 +
Thunderbolt 3 + USB-C
Universal Cables

page 45

Thunderbolt / USB

OWC ThunderBay Flex 8
Flexible 8-Bay Storage + 8-Port
Connectivity + PCIe Expansion.
RAID Storage from $2,529.00
DIY 8-Bay Enclosure $1,279.00

page 10

$299.00
page 16

As low as $41.50/mo. at 0% APR.

Apple Magic Keyboard w/
Numeric Keypad for Mac & iOS

OWC ThunderBay 8

Nothing enhances a workstation
like a great keyboard. With
exceptional flat keys and super
long rechargeable battery life, this
keyboard is a surefire hit

Built fast and large to handle your
drive space devouring RAW, 4K, large
format, and VR workflows. Configur
yours to suit your ever-expanding
storage needs.

only $129.99 $68.75

16TB - 160TB from $1,479.00

Thunderbolt / USB / 8-bay RAID

page 9

OWC Accelsior 8M2

OWC Accelsior 4M2

Apple Mice & Trackpads

OWC Mercury Helios 3S

Ideal for Mac Pro 2019, Mac Pro 2012
or 2010, and PC towers. Installs into a
full-height, half-length x8 or x16 PCIe
3.0 or 2.0 slot.

Swipe, scroll, or tap to navigate your
system with wireless ease. Plus,
recharge the built-in battery via
Apple’s Lightning cable.

Thunderbolt 3 PCIe Expansion Solution

OWC Pro Optical Drives

The fastest drive available for
2019 Mac Pro, Windows or Linux
computers. Up to 12,000MB/s real
world PCIe Gen 3 speeds today.

Expand the uses of your
Thunderbolt (USB-C) equipped
computer with an external PCIe slot.

Burn disc masters, project files, and
long-term archives with desktop
drives built for daily usage.

from $499.00

$99.00 $64.75

$246.99

only $74.99

from $1,249.00

page 22

page 22

Apple AMD Radeon Pro Vega II

Apple Afterburner Video
Accelerator Card

for Mac Pro (2019-Current)

Enhance the graphics in your Mac Pro
(2019 - Current) with support for up to
six 4K displays.
$2,200.00 $879.00

Save $3,001 / 50%

for Mac Pro (2019-Current)

Enhance your ProRes workflow!
Accelerates ProRes and ProRes
RAW video codecs in professional
applications such as QuickTime
Player X, Final Cut Pro X, & more.
$2,000.00 $899.00

Thunderbolt / USB / 8-bay RAID

page 40

OWC PCIe AUX Power
Cables Kit

for Mac Pro (2019-Current)
Easily attach your PCI cards to your
Mac Pro’s internal power connectors
to deliver the extra power you need to
unleash your Mac Pro’s potential.
$49.95 $34.88

Save 65% / $1,101.00

32 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

owc.com/22w32a

OWC Dock & Drive Docks
Easily expand your connection
options, utilize bare drives, and
connect to nearly any display.
Docks from $54.99
Drive Docks from $78.99
pages 16-19

owc.com/22w32b

OWC Thunderbolt Storage
Up to 144TB / Up to 2800MB/s
Portable + Desktop / RAID

Pro workflows demand p o storage.
Gigantic capacities. Eye-popping
speed. OWC reliability.
from $179.00
pages 5-12

Turn Your PCIe Slots Into Storage Gold
Boot on stock.
Work on OWC Accelsior and put a dent in the universe.

Performance

owc.com/22w33a

OWC Accelsior 4M2
Stock Mac Pro SSD

up to 6,000MB/s (2x Faster)
up to 2,950MB/s

Capacity
page 22

OWC Accelsior 4M2

OWC Accelsior 4M2

Perfect for Mac Pro 2019 / towers

up to 32TB (4x Larger)

Stock Mac Pro SSD up to 8.0TB

Plus, use externally in

1.0TB
2.0TB
4.0TB

$499.00
$679.00
$879.00
vs $1,200 factory
8.0TB
$1,399.00
vs $2,400 factory
16TB
$2,799.00
(not a factory option)
32TB
$6,279.00
(not a factory option)
DIY
$349.00
add your own SSDs
monthly payment options as low
as $29.08/mo. at 0% APR.

• OWC Flex 1U4 page 11
• OWC ThunderBay Flex 8 page 10

Performance

owc.com/22w33b

OWC Accelsior 8M2

up to 12,000MB/s (4x Faster)

Stock Mac Pro SSD up to 2,950MB/s
page 22

OWC Accelsior 8M2

Perfect for Mac Pro 2019 / PC towers

Capacity
OWC Accelsior 8M2

up to 64TB (8x Larger)

owc.com/22w33c

$799.00
DIY
add your own SSDs
monthly payment options as
low as $66.58/mo. at 0% APR.

Stock Mac Pro SSD up to 8.0TB

coming soon

2.0TB
$1,249.00
4.0TB
$1,599.00
8.0TB
$1,999.00
16TB
$3,249.00
(not a factory option)
32TB
$6,999.00
(not a factory option)
64TB
$12,799.00
(not a factory option)

Capacity
OWC Accelsior 18M2

up to 128TB (16x Larger)

Up to 128TB
coming soon!

Stock Mac Pro SSD up to 8.0TB

OWC Accelsior 18M2

Perfect for Mac Pro 2019 / PC towers

Performance
OWC Accelsior 18M2

up to 5,000MB/s Sustained

That’s nearly double what’s needed for even the most intense AR/VR/12K workflows!
An entire feature film can now live inside your Mac Pro!

Up to 8TB from $84.99
DIY card only $24.99

OWC Accelsior 1M2

for more info turn to page 22

Perfect for Mac Pro 2019, Mac Pro 2010-2012, and PC towersPlus, use externally
in OWC Flex 1U4 (page 11) + OWC ThunderBay Flex 8 (page 10) + other PCIe Chassis
The easy solution for adding a single NVMe blade up to 8TB to your Mac, PC, OWC Flex8
or Flex1U4, or other PCIe Chassis.

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC Upgrades for
Mac Pro (2013-2019)
The previous gen Mac Pro is still a multi-tasking,
performance-packing maven. While the Mac Pro is small in size,
the memory, SSD drive and processors are DIY upgradeable.
Plus, with six Thunderbolt ports, four USB 3 ports,
dual Gigabit Ethernet ports, and HDMI, you can plug into
vast amounts of capabilities.

owc.com/22w34a

owc.com/22w34b

10 Minutes to a Faster Mac Pro

OWC ThunderBay 4 mini

OWC DIY Memory upgrades are the cost-effective way
to open more files and apps all at the same time. Free
install video.

Plug into large-and-fast storage with multi-drive RAID
options and flexibility with SoftRAID, the world’s most
advanced RAID engine.

32GB from $62.99
64GB from $119.99

Up to 16TB / HDD + SSD options
from $599.00
DIY 4-Bay Enclosure from $229.00

4 Memory Slots / Up to 128GB

Thunderbolt 2 / 4-Drive / RAID

owc.com/22w34c

Upgrade Your Internal Drive

Complete kits for fast & easy upgrade of your Mac
Pro’s internal SSD. Crank up your space with up to 8X
the original factory storage + up to 30% faster too!
Even turn original drive into sleek external! Free install
videos + all tools.

240GB - 2.0TB from $79.00
1.0TB Now only $149.00!

Use USB-C and Thunderbolt 3 Devices and Displays with Your Mac Pro
Just grab an Apple Thunderbolt 3 (USB-C) to Thunderbolt 2 Adapter and you’re all set!

only $57.99

owc.com/22w34d

owc.com/22w34e

NewerTech NuPad Base
for Mac Pro (Late 2013 - 2019)

Keep your Mac Pro in place with this adhesive-
backed rubber base. Easy to install.

only $12.99

owc.com/22w34f

OWC Mercury Elite Pro
USB 3.2 (5GB/s)

Massive storage capacity + OWC reliability is yours.
The “Single Elite” has served pros and hobbyists alike
for 20+ years.

1.0TB - 20TB from $99.00
DIY enclosure only $49.00

34 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

owc.com/22w34g

Upgrade Your Processor

Go next-level on your Mac Pro with a
DIY processor upgrade from OWC. Free install video.
Upgrade ANY 4-Core, 6-Core, 8-Core to up to 12-Core!
Make your great Mac better with more cores.

Now from $49.00
MAX 12-core option now only $299.00!

OWC Upgrades
for Mac Pro (2010-2012)
The previous gen Mac Pro Tower provides massive
upgrade capabilities. With up to 8 memory banks, 4 drives bays,
2 optical drive bays, PCIe slots, and dual processors,
these towers can still perform some serious heavy lifting!

owc.com/22w35a

OWC PCIe SSDs for Mac Pro
2009-2012

owc.com/22w35b

16TB Toshiba Hard Drive

owc.com/22w35c

8.0TB Toshiba Hard Drive

• Enterprise-class

• Enterprise-class

4 Memory Slots / Up to 128GB

• 7,200RPM / 256MB cache / 3.5-inch

• 7,200RPM / 256MB cache / 3.5-inch

Turn that empty PCIe slot in your tower into a
storage and speed behemoth. Up to 6000MB/s faster /
up to 32TB of pure OWC SSD speed.

• 5 year warranty

• 5 year warranty

120GB - 32TB from $24.99

$699.00 $264.99
62% holiday savings!

$299.00 $188.99
37% holiday savings!

OWC DIY Memory for Mac Pro 2010-2012

Experience the
OWC Difference…

More memory makes all the difference in how fast your Mac can operate.
Open more files and apps all at the same time, and dramatically improve the
overall system responsiveness. Free Install Videos. Lifetime Warranty.

OWC DIY Memory is built-to-last, and built
above and beyond factory specs. That means
your memory upgrade will last, or even
outlast your Mac.

4 / 8 Memory Banks / Install up to 128GB
owc.com/22w35d

32GB from $99 / 64GB from $129.00 / 128GB from $249.00

owc.com/22w35e

owc.com/22w35f

OWC Mercury Electra 3G

OWC Mount Pro SSD Drive Sled

Specifically built to provide amazing speed
and value. Install up to four OWC SSDs in your
Mac Pro drive bays, or via PCIe.

Install 2.5-inch SATA SSDs into your Mac Pro’s four
drive bays. Install the SSD. Slide it in. And that’s it!

120GB - 4.0TB from $24.99

only $14.75

owc.com/22w35g

NewerTech MAXPower 4-Port

USB 3.2 PCIe / (4) USB 3.2 ports / 5 min install
The previous gen tower only came with USB 2.0 ports.
While those are great for charging, USB 3 is the way to
go to get the most from drives and devices.

only $49.99 $24.74
50% holiday savings

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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OWC Software
Capture. Connect. Copy. Create.
Once you have captured your footage you need
to quickly and accurately disperse your hard work
to backups, editors, producers, and directors.
CopyThat is OWC’s latest workflow ool built to
accomplish this task. CopyThat streamlines the
ingest process with lighting fast, verified copies
of your files o single or multiple destinations.

OWC CopyThat for Mac
Quickly transfer verified copies of your media
to multiple storage devices and locations.

1-Year License
$99.00
Included 1 year of support
and upgrades.
Try it Before You Buy it!
Download the FREE, full
featured 7-day trial and test
it out for yourself.
owc.com/22w36a

As Easy as One... Two... Three

1. Select Source

2. Select Destination

3. Choose Options

Select the camera, card or drive
where your media is located.

Select a single or multiple locations
where you need to copy the files

Set a name for the copy
and choose verificatio

OWC Safe Migrate
Moving all your data from old storage to
new storage is never a fun process. It can
be a tedious and time consuming project.
That is why we have created OWC Safe
Migrate software that takes the hassle of
copying your data to new OWC hardware.
Safe Migrate transfers your data quickly
and safely, so you can be back up and
running in no time. Safe Migrate makes
it easy - select your data, select your
destination, and Migrate!
By using OWC's BRU™ engine to perform the migration, your data is fully checked
and verified f om the time it is read to the time it is written onto your new OWC
storage solution for a truly peace-of-mind process.
owc.com/22w36c

OWC CopyThat Mobile
OWC’s CopyThat Mobile app for iPhone and iPad makes it incredibly simple to
copy photos and videos from your iPhone or iPad. Transfer media to free up space
on your device, backup the files on your compute , or edit with desktop software.
Whether you are a hobbyist out in the field taking nature pho os, an influencer
shooting daily videos, or a parent capturing that precious family event, CopyThat
Mobile is a must have app for offloading pho os and videos from your iOS or
iPadOS device.
CopyThat Mobile not only copies photos and videos from your devices, but it
will also grab files f om iCloud. And to help you keep it all organized CopyThat
Mobile support EXIF creation dates. It will look for the “date taken” information as
reported by the original camera, and use this to organize your copied files (instead
of assuming that the information reported by Photos is correct). Best of all, this
feature is completely automatic also supports EXIF creation dates.
Download the latest
version of CopyThat on
the App Store for free!

owc.com/22w36b

36 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

MacDrive 10
Seamlessly access Mac formatted drives
on Windows systems. From seeing the
Mac disks mounted to your computer to
activating and deactivating.
from $49.99
owc.com/22w36d

Page 6

OWC Your PC

Ensure your PC is ready to go for the holidays so you’re
ready to play any new games on Christmas morning or
create a holiday videos for your loved ones.

OWC Aura P12 Pro SSDs
Raise your game with NVMe M.2 SSD
performance with blazing-fast speeds
up to 3400MB/s.
240GB - 8.0TB $249.00
page 23

OWC Mercury EXTREME
Pro 6G SSDs
The best performance and longevity
in a 2.5-inch SATA SSD for every use.
240GB - 4.0TB $59.00
page 24

OWC Envoy Pro EX
External SSDs

OWC DDR4 RAM for PC

USB-C / USB 3
The blazing-fast, desktop-class,
ruggedly portable SSD that fits in
your pocket.

Reliable memory upgrades for over
30 years. Get the most from your
PC with the most cost-effective DIY
upgrade out there.
8.0GB - 128GB from $277.99
owc.com/22w37a

240GB - 8.0TB $139.00

USB-C + USB-A (10Gb/s)
Experience 8 drive bays of pure
performance and RAID flexibility
to setup multiple arrays or
one mega-capacity drive with
massive performance.

OWC Accelsior 4M2
Ideal for Mac Pro 2019, Mac Pro 2012
or 2010, and PC towers. Installs into a
full-height, half-length x8 or x16 PCIe
3.0 or 2.0 slot.
from $499.00
page 22

16TB - 144TB from $779.00

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Quad
USB-C (10Gb/s) / 4-bay RAID

Achieve massive capacity, maximum
performance, and amazing RAID
flexibility o create the perfect drive
for your needs.
4.0TB - 72TB from $599.00
page 10

OWC Envoy Pro mini
Portable SSD

OWC Mercury Elite Pro mini

250GB - 1.0TB $79.00

480GB - 4.0TB SSD models
1.0TB - 2.0TB HDD models

USB-C + USB-A (10Gb/s)
Pocket-sized SSD with full-sized
SSD performance that lets you
take, access, save, and share your
data anywhere.

page 6

page 9

OWC Envoy Pro Elektron

The fastest drive available for
2019 Mac Pro, Windows or Linux
computers. Up to 30,000MB/s real
world PCIe Gen 3 speeds today.

Don’t let its compact-size fool
you! It’s blazing-fast & comes in
capacities to serve nearly any need.

page 22

240GB - 2.0TB from $89.00
page 5

5-ports $54.99

USB-C (10Gb/s)
This pint-sized powerhouse’s
latest evolution gives creative
pros, small office/home offic
users, students, and families
speed and universal connectivity.

OWC Drive Dock

USB 3.2 (10Gb/s)
The ultimate, high-performance bare
drive access tool. Hot swap, read
multiple drives simultaneously, or boot
from bare drives.
$99.00
page 19

page 6

OWC Accelsior 8M2

from $1,249.00

USB / HDMI / SD Card Reader
The best mini-sized all-in-one dock
to connect, charge, display,
and import on-the-go via one
integrated cable.
page 18

page 6

OWC ThunderBay 8

OWC USB-C Travel Dock

OWC Mercury Elite Pro
Dual mini

USB-C / USB 3 / Bus-Powered
Packing dual-drive, USB 3.2
(10Gb/s) performance into a
portable, bus-powered form factor,
this is the perfect drive for high
demand applications on the go.
480GB - 8.0TB SSD models
2.0TB - 4.0TB HDD models
page 7

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual
with 3-Port Hub

Dual-Drive Hardware RAID Storage
Solution with 3-Port Powered USB Hub
The digital desktop centerpiece with
dual-drive bays for up to 36TB of
storage capacity plus built-in 3-port
powered USB hub for connectivity
and charging.
2.0TB - 36TB HDD models
1.0TB - 8.0TB SSD models
page 12

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685
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Give the Gift of Mac

Hear that jingling? That’s not Santa… that’s the money you saved when you bought your Mac through OWC.
Purchase your next Mac with confidence. Each Mac comes tho oughly inspected by our Apple Certified
Technicians to ensure you can begin using it right away. Quality assured is the OWC Difference.
Warrantied and Backed
by OWC’s Expert
Support Team

Build-To-Order Configure
Your Mac With OWCExclusive Upgrades

14-Day 100%
Money-Back
Guarantee

Add up to 2 Years
of Extended
Protection

Get 84% off Parallels Desktop Pro Edition
$119.99 value only $19 with any new, refurbished, or used Mac purchase!

It was very easy to place my order. You can't
beat the price! Great place to buy a Mac.

Thanks to Jonathan for taking the time to walk me through build options - very
helpful. Great site for customizing exactly what you want in a new Mac. Thanks!

Sleigh-friendly MacBook Pros
for Holiday Travels
From Retina Displays to Touch Bars, OWC has a wide variety
of MacBook Pro models to choose from. From yesterday’s fully
upgradeable models, to previous gen models with upgradable
SSDs, to the latest 14-inch and 16-inch Apple Silicon pro
laptops — your next laptop is ready.

from $299.00

As low as $49.83/mo. at 0% APR.
owc.com/22w38a

Merry and Bright Desktop Savings

When you buy a Mac mini or Mac Studio from OWC, it's full of potential as-is or with OWC's BuildTo-Order Configu ator. OWC certifies very used Mac we sell. We’re straightforward about the
condition of each machine, so you can make the right choice for you. Our goal is pairing you with the
technology that will meet your needs now and for years to come.

Mac mini from $89.00
Mac Studio see site for availability
As low as $36.50/mo. at 0% APR.

owc.com/22w38b

"Very easy to order and customize my Mac purchase,
and a really great price on an older refurbished iMac!
I'll absolutely be shopping here again."

The Magic of Mac Pro
Experience substantial savings when you buy a Mac Pro from OWC. Save hundreds /
thousands of dollars with OWC-exclusive build-to-order options. Add any must-have
capabilities with more OWC Memory, a faster/higher core processor, and a faster or
more spacious SSD, giving you the capabilities you need – for just a fraction of what a
factory-configu ed Mac Pro would cost!
Apple built the Mac Pro to go the distance, and OWC is here to take yours further still.

Mac Pro 2010-2012 from $379.00
Mac Pro 2013-2019 from $719.00
Mac Pro 2019-Current
see site for availability

As low as $31.58/mo. at 0% APR.

owc.com/22w38c

38 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

iMacs Make a Great Gift
for You or Them!

Considering a iMac or iMac Pro purchase? Buying from OWC is a smart decision for your wallet
and your peace of mind. Our technicians are Mac aficionados who know exactly what it ta es to get
the best performance out of used and refurbished machines. In addition to simply saving money
by buying a new, used, or refurbished iMac or iMac Pro from OWC, you can turn those savings into
upgrades that will level up your machine for performance on par with, or even exceeding, the latest
models that will last years to come.

owc.com/22w39a

iMac 4K

iMac 5K

iMac Pro

The immensely popular iMac 4K strengthened with
the ability to utilize 6-Core and 8-Core processors with
more powerful GPU performance. These performance
upgrades enhance the 4K with its gorgeous Retina
display, high-performance Thunderbolt 3 connectivity,
and DIY upgradeable memory up to 64GB — making
this “perfect-sized” iMac among our best sellers.

If you’ve been hunting for the perfect time to get an
amazing 5K iMac… this is the one for you. Play with
some options to make it the perfect all-in-wonder for
you with OWC’s Build-To-Order configu ator.

Any iteration of iMac Pro is a fantastic all-in-one
machine, and when you buy yours via OWC, you can
count on all that horsepower at a fraction of the price
of buying new. And you can now configu e your iMac
Pro with up to 512GB (2x the factory limit!) of OWC
MaxRAM certified memo y.

“Perfect-Sized” Perfection

The original “All-in-Wonder”

from $469.00

As low as $39.08/mo. at 0% APR.

The “All-in-Wonder Mac Pro”

from $1,969.00

from $599.00

As low as $164.08/mo. at 0% APR.

As low as $49.91/mo. at 0% APR.

Trade in Your Mac, iPhone & iPad for Cash
Get an instant quote at OWC's SellYourMac

As we welcome the amazing team from SellYourMac to the OWC family, we’re excited to announce that it’s now even easier
to trade in your Mac, iPhone, Apple TV, and iPad!
Excellent! Highly recommend!
"Great transaction. Provided label, notified me of eceipt and
inspection, sent a check at the exact price they had given me,
excellent communication. Top notch! Highly recommend!!!"

Excellent in Every Way
"The whole process was so easy: clear instructions,
immediate price quote and ready to print mailing label.
I received my full quote amount in days."

Well-Run, Trustworthy Company
"Do not hesitate to do business with SellYourMac. They are
the real deal, and run their business in a way we could only
hope all businesses would. Unconditionally recommend.”

Cashing in your device is as easy as 1-2-3

1. Get a free quote.

2. Ship us your device.

3. Get paid fast!

We make selling your Apple device easy. Simply
enter your product details (serial number, part
number, or manually select) and get an instant
offer directly from our site.

We provide the pre-paid shipping label once the
details have been confirmed. Just pack up our
device and ship.

As soon as your device arrives at our secure
facility, we begin processing the order so you
can get paid quickly.

Extra Holiday Savings! Use promo code “OWCholiday” to
get an additional $20 on your device over $100 value!
owc.com/22w39b

Visit owc.com/22w39b or scan the QR code to automatically add savings
to your quote. Valid through 1/31/23.

owc.com/22w39c

1-800-275-4576

Cash in your used
Apple device now!

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Reports of the Death of the Optical Drive
Have Been Greatly Exaggerated
While optical disc use has diminished, they remain a versatile long-term storage medium. Unlike powered hard drive
/ SSD storage, optical discs need zero energy when stored. Standard discs can last decades or more, and M-DISC
archival storage can last 1000+ years. They’re perfect to create affordable long-term libraries. Also, if you love the
physical medium of CD/DVD/Blu-ray — we have the perfect drives for you.

owc.com/22w40a

OWC Mercury Pro External
Desktop Optical Drives
USB 3.0 / Blu-ray / DVD / CD / M-DISC / Mac & PC

The best I've found

We have used this external drive to rip over
4000 blu and dvd disks. No issues at all!
Totally trust OWC and their products!

Finally a Multi DVD/CD Burner/
Reader Again

Sure miss the ones within an imac
but this external one will make a huge
difference for me. Instantly worked when
I plugged it in. I am a HAPPY camper!
I always look to OWC for electronics
before looking anywhere else. Super fast
ship too. Thanks!

Faster Than Amazon and
Incredible Deal!

Super happy with this external
DVD. I'm a teacher and like to
use films in my class oom; we
have terrible wifi and h ving
this is optimal. The flimsy ones
always break. The price of this
item by other retailers was
beyond teacher friendly. This
is a lifesaver. Additionally, they
shipped in two days and I couldn't
be happier!!!!

Configured For Your Workflow
Now with an updated design, Mercury Pro is the premier drive to bring optical media back to your
workflo . With a sleek, durable aluminum chassis, and high-speed USB 3.0 interface, Mercury Pro
delivers reliable performance that matches its good looks. It's cooler, quieter, and better than ever.
Universal USB 3.0 Connectivity
The new Mercury Pro is plug-and-play compatible with both Mac and PC workflows, making it your
versatile premium optical drive. With high-speed USB 3.0 connectivity, playback of optical media,
data transfer, and archive all happen as fast as possible, with bandwidth to spare.
• Sleek, durable aluminum chassis
• Quiet, fanless operation
• USB 3.0 provides all the bandwidth
needed and more.

OWC Slim Portable
Optical Drives
USB 3.0 / Blu-ray / DVD / CD / M-DISC / Mac & PC

Hard Drive
24x DVD/CD/M-DISC
$79.00
14x BD/DVD/CD/M-DISC $124.99
16x BD/DVD/CD/M-DISC $149.00
Supports 100GB BDXL discs!

owc.com/22w40b

50 Pack

6x BD-R 25GB Blank
Blu-ray Media
$64.95 $29.74

Bus-powered optical storage is yours. This is
the perfect on-the-go optical for those who
need occasional disc access. Simply plug in the
included USB 3 cable and you’re ready to burn.
8x DVD/CD/M-DISC

$39.99

6x BD/DVD/CD/M-DISC

$129.00

owc.com/22w40c
Great CD Player For the Money

It’s funny how quickly the times change, especially how quickly technology changes or becomes
“obsolete”. I have a large CD collection I need to digitize and modern laptops no longer have CD
bays in them. This was a great, low-cost solution. Thanks!

40 Quality solutions, competitive prices, and expert support for over 30 years.

50 Pack

16X DVD-R 4.7GB
Blank DVD Media
$29.95 $19.88
owc.com/22w40d

OWC Atlas Memory Cards
High-performance, premium quality solutions for photo
and video professionals
Performance and reliability have been OWC’s priorities as a leading developer of flash s orage for over a decade. Based on that commitment
to our customers, Atlas Pro and Atlas Ultra memory cards provide flexibility and choice for pho ographers and videographers based on their
camera and how they use that camera. Developed and tested under the most aggressive settings each card type can handle, you can trust
Atlas memory cards with your irreplaceable content while delivering the performance and reliability you expect.
View the OWC Atlas family at: owc.com/22w41a

OWC Atlas Pro SD V60

OWC Atlas Pro CFexpress

Ideal for your most common photo and general video capture uses including high
resolution RAW photography at moderate burst rates and up to 4K video recording.
Offering the perfect balance of quality, speed, and affordability, this professional-grade
card blows away low priced, entry-level V30 cards.

The cost-effective choice for most professional workflow needs including fast burst
RAW image sequences and high bitrate video recording up to 6K (512GB and higher
capacities). Whether you’re a photographer using a firmwa e updated XQD camera or
a filmma er using the latest camera, there’s a capacity for your need.

Built and designed for:

Built and designed for:

• General prosumer

• Intermediate action sports photographers

• Business content creators

• Intermediate outdoor / wildlife photographers

• Social media influencer

• Pro photo / video creatives with advanced capabilities

• Pro photo and video creatives

• Film production companies

64GB - 1.0TB from $27.99

128GB - 2.0TB from $94.99

or 10% off each with Dual Pack Holiday Savings!

or 10% off each with Dual Pack Holiday Savings!

OWC Atlas Ultra SD V90

OWC Atlas Ultra CFexpress

Designed to meet the most advanced uses cases of professional content creators
including high burst image sequence RAW photography and high bitrate 4K and 6K video
recording. With minimum 90MB/s sustained recording speeds guaranteed, you don’t have
to worry about dropped frames or missing footage. When you have a high-end SD memory
card-based workflow or want o use your camera’s maximum video setting allowed by an
SD card, take it to the Ultra level.

Perfect for your most demanding video recording and extreme action photography
settings. With minimum sustained write speeds of 1300MB/s, you can reliably capture
8K RAW video with your top-of-the-line cinema camera. If you’re an advanced sports
or wildlife photographer, the 165GB version is the fastest, most cost-effective solution
to clearing your camera buffer and/or shooting continuously in burst mode.

Built and designed for:

Built and designed for:
• Advanced action sports photographers

• Advanced action sports photographers

• Advanced outdoor / wildlife photographers

• Advanced outdoor/wildlife photographers

• Professional video content creators

• Individual pro photo and video creatives
with advanced cameras and camcorders

• Film production companies
• Feature film studio

• Video creatives w/advanced cameras & camcorders
• Independent/small film p oduction companies

165GB - 650GB from $174.99

or up to 10% off each with Dual Pack Holiday Savings!

64GB - 512GB from $74.99

or 10% off each with Dual Pack Holiday Savings!

OWC Atlas FXR
Thunderbolt + USB CFexpress Card Reader
Mac / PC / iPad / Chromebooks / Surface

Sized similarly to a debit card, the Atlas FXR easily fits in o the smallest
camera bag. It’s bus-powered via the included Thunderbolt cable with
tethered USB-A adapter so it simply works wherever you take it.

Built and designed for:
• Photographers
• Videographers

• Ultra-compact: about the size of a debit card and up to 7x smaller than
other single readers

• Filmmakers

• Travel-ready: bus-powered so no power supply or power cable needed

• Vloggers

• Stable: non-skid rubber feet keep reader in place

• Social influencer

• Plug and play: includes a Thunderbolt (USB-C) cable with a tethered
USB-A adapter

• Plus, anyone who wants the fastest &
most reliable memory card data import.

only $149.99

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Why OWC Jellyfish?
Made for Editors, by Editors

The OWC Jellyfish was created by a group of post-production
professionals who believe you shouldn't need to be an IT expert in
order to use shared storage for your video projects.

High Performance
High-speed connections that enable your entire team
to work with 4K, 6K or 8K video files without d opping
frames, directly off of the OWC Jellyfish

Ease of Use
The OWC Jellyfish elies on intuitive software tools to
empower your editing team to make the most of their
server with minimal onboarding time and setup.

Collaboration
Store all of your team’s assets and projects in one
place accessible to everyone from anywhere. Take your
workflow o the next level.

Data Security
The OWC Jellyfish is a RAID system with au omated
data snapshots, and folder-level permissions for users
without a complicated backend to setup and manage.

Future Proof
OWC Jellyfish come in a ariety of storage options
that can take you into the Petabytes. Jellyfish s orage
expansions let your storage grow with you.

Support
With direct access to a team of IT & video workflow
experts, there's always someone to call. We're a support
team built by editors, for editors.

OWC Jellyfish Tower

A shared storage server, for growing video teams.
owc.com/22w42a

Starting at $26,995

The OWC Jellyfish Tower matches the ease-of-use and
plug-and-play magic powers of the Mobile and is as
powerful as something you’d find in our server room.
It's quiet enough to stand on its own in your edit bay and
powerful enough to take on 6+ editors working with 4K
media and beyond.

• Up to (16) 10G/1G Direct Connections
• Remote Access For Growing Teams
• 80TB-240TB RAW Storage Capacity
• 2x Expandability Add Up to 1 JBODs

OWC Jellyfish Mobile

The first ever mobile video editing server.
owc.com/22w42b

Starting at $9,495

The first plug-and-pl y video workflow se ver to come with a handle.
The OWC Jellyfish Mobile was designed o be on-the-go or, at least,
out of the server room. It excels with teams of four to six editors
working with 4K media on the road or at the offic
• Up to (6) 10G/1G Direct Connections
• Remote Access For Growing Teams
• 32TB-96TB RAW Storage Capacity
• 2x Expandability Add Up to 1 JBOD
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"There is no other company out there that could come close,
in my opinion, to providing the quality service LumaForge
provides and the quality of the product at this price point."
Dave Trownsell - President & Founder of Tilt Creative +
Production
"If we hadn’t had the OWC Jellyfish and that collaborative
workflow, that ability to share media across multiple
platforms, we would have had a really difficult time in
wrangling all of the many moving parts that were a part of
this production."
John Aldrich, Editor of The River and The Wall
"We need ultimate reliability in whatever we use, but we also
want the technology to kind of go away. OWC Jellyfish Rack
is the heart of our post-production. It’s where everything
lives. It’s how we work."
James Tonkin - Founder of Hangman Studios

OWC Jellyfish R24
The envy of your server room.
owc.com/22w43a

Starting at $30,995

Our most powerful plug-and-play NAS solution, intended
to live alongside all your other fancy server room
equipment. OWC Jellyfish Rack is the p eferred solution
for ultra-high-bandwidth connectivity (25GbE/50GbE)
and can seamlessly merge into the most complex
enterprise network environments.

• Up to (16) 10G/1G Direct Connections
• Remote Access For Growing Teams
• 96TB-432TB RAW Storage Capacity
• 4x Expandability Add Up to 3 JBODs

owc.com/22w43b

Streamlining the Post
Production Process for
Netflix’s Kiss The Ground Doc
with OWC Shared Storage
Watch the trailer
owc.com/22w43c

Kiss the Ground (KTG) is an illuminating and inspiring film that
provides an important look at the state of climate change and our
environment. Whereas many documentaries of this nature leave
you feeling depressed and scared to death, KTG leaves you filled
with hope.
Larry O'Connor, OWC founder and CEO, has gone on to join the
board of Kiss the Ground which is driving real policy change to see
that our farmers can truly engage and find win-win success with a
move to regeneration.
We’re moving the needle. People are listening and speaking as the
KTG message is spread. Learn more: owc.com/22w43d
What’s even more interesting is that there’s a story behind the
story. An example of how business interests and corporate
success do not have to be mutually exclusive to caring for the
environment. The story of KTG is also the story of how OWC was
able to apply its passion for making old things new again – to
our very planet. It’s a story that provides a valuable lesson to
any company or organization looking to make a difference in its
community or even the world.

For these reasons, right from the outset, OWC has been invested in
creating a work environment that is helpful to the planet.
“When we expanded the campus, we made it dependent on
solar energy and wind power,” says Larry. “Growing up in rural
Illinois, among forests and farmlands, gave me a natural affinity fo
land and preservation.”
Having started OWC in his teens amidst this environment, it’s
understandable why Larry would want the OWC headquarters
based where it is, taking advantage of technologies like solar
power, geothermal, and heat exchange (which powers OWC air
conditioning in the summer). OWC’s headquarters is among
only a handful of new-built LEED Platinum certified facilities, a
nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction, and
operation of high- performance green buildings, requiring the
strictest guidelines.
Larry is the father of four and committed to seeing the world left
right for his kids and all of us.

1-800-275-4576
1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685
+1-815-338-8685
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Turn Your Computer Into a
Graphics Powerhouse

UP TO

UP TO

AKiTiO Node Titan with AMD Radeon
6600 XT 8GB GPU Bundle

13x
20x

Thunderbolt / Up to 40GB/s / Mobile eGPU / Mac & Windows
GPUs do far more than video display and there is no easier way to SuperCharge
your Intel Mac or PC than with a plug n’ play Node Titan GPU solution. Instantly enjoy
amazing overall performance gains with macOS, Adobe Creative Suite, Apple Final
Cut, Blender, Gaming, 3D/VR, Video/Audio Processing, and so much more. Enable
editing, workflows, gaming not ven possible with only stock, integrated graphics.
Experience, on a 2016 & Later Mac, more than double the GPU capabilities of even
Apple’s latest 27-inch 5K 2020 iMac and its Radeon 580X 8GB, plug-and-play with
the Titan 6600XT bundle. New computer performance for a fraction of the cost.

BREAK FREE
OF FACTORY
INTERNAL
GPU LIMITS!
HIGHER FPS (FRAMES PER SECOND)
Enjoy better gaming & overall
video performance, even enable
1080P & 4K gaming.
FASTER EFFECTS & RENDERS
Do more, wait less! Even
compared to iMac 2020 with
Radeon 580X 8GB, the Titan
w/6600XT Renders up to
3 Times Faster!

Great for rendering
"Using this mainly for Resolve 16 on my 2018 Mac Mini. Speeds
up workflow conside ably, letting me render simple video, (HD)
with basic grading and titles, almost 1.5x realtime. 4K is working
at 17-20fps for renders. Before getting this box, it was like 2-10fps
depending on the shot. Wow! Future proof as well, I may put in a
Vega64 when I do more 4k stuff. Fast shipping and perfect service,
as always. Love these folks!"

Outstanding eGPU setup
"I got this to go with my new Mac Mini and I must say that I
am impressed. "

• For Desktops & Laptops; even powers your Laptop too!
• Protected: 3 Year OWC Limited Warranty

Node Titan eGPU Chassis
DIY “add your own GPU”
Thunderbolt 3 chassis.
$249.00
Node Titan
+ Radeon RX 6600 XT
Engineered for high frame
rates and the ultimate 1080p
gaming experience.
$699.00
Node Titan
+ Radeon RX 6800 XT
Engineered for ultra-high
frame rates and serious 4K
gaming.
$1,799.00

owc.com/22w44a
Fantastic product
"I bought this for my new Mac Mini in order
to run video and multiple monitors in my
studio. It works very well and 4K video
doesn’t bog down my system."

Huge performance increase
"I use this for video production on a Mac
mini (Prem Pro, Da Vinci Resolve, Avid). I
have a Radeon Pro W5700 installed driving
two 4K UHD monitors. The performance
increase has been enormous and I can also
do realtime viewing with multiple effects at
full 4k 10 bit resolution and no stuttering."

Outstanding Power & Excellent Results!
"It compliments by adding superb eGPU
power and easy setup in the Get Info
of any Mac software. Buy it today you
won’t be disappointed! No more lag, say
goodbye to the spinning wheel of wonder!
Renders are off the chart! Muscle in the
benefits of tweaking the Co es of your
graphic cards and watch your content
fly! ou can also use it to power your
MacBook Pro with the eGPU freeing all
other ports for other peripherals. AKiTio
Node Titan Thunderbolt leaves everyone
else in the dust!"

As low as $41.50/mo. at
0% APR.
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Up to 20 times
faster than
Apple factory
Even doubles the GPU
enhanced capability of iMac
5K 2020 with Radeon 580!

hunderbolt 4

Cables + Adapters

Make the right connection this holiday season with OWC.

OWC Universal Thunderbolt/USB-C
Cables

Apple USB-C to USB-A + VGA +
Power

NewerTech USB Universal Drive
Adapter

The universal cables are plug and play safe solutions
for connecting your device.

Even without VGA this popular adapter is a fantastic
USB-C to USB-A adapter + USB-C power pass thru!

Reuse or access data from just about any bare
external drive from the last 35 years.

0.7M - 2.0M from $24.00

$69.00 $18.99 73% Holiday Savings!

$34.99 $27.50 22% Holiday Savings!

OWC USB-C to USB-A Adapter
Cable

OWC Thunderbolt 2 Cables

NewerTech HDMI Headless 4K
Display Emulator

Thunderbolt 3, Thunderbolt 4, USB-C, & USB4

for Mac, PC, and USB-C based iPad

USB 3 / Mac / Windows / Linux

Up to 20Gb/s / Up to 4K

5Gb/s

Connect any USB-A device to USB-C / Thunderbolt
based computers and iPads.

Connect Thunderbolt / Thunderbolt 2 devices and
computers + Mini DisplayPort displays.

Enjoy far faster remote desktop responsiveness/
speed + higher resolution choices too, up to 4K!
Enables more speed & more desktop space!

1.0M - 2.0M from $37.99

$19.99 $9.74 52% Holiday Savings!

$14.99 $7.99 + Holiday Bonus Savings!

O W C

C O N N E C T I V I T Y

Universal USB

Thunderbolt

Plug intoThunderbolt
Macs, PCs,
iPads,Thunderbolt 3
4
Chromebooks, docks, and hubs with:

Plug into Macs, PCs, iPad Pro,
docks, and hubs with:

USB-C

• USB-C ports

USB 3 / USB-A

Plug intoThunderbolt
Macs, PCs,
iPads,Thunderbolt 3
4
Chromebooks, docks, and hubs with:

• Thunderbolt 3 portsThunderbolt 4

Thunderbolt 3

Plug into Mac, PC, iPads, docks,
and hubs with:

Thunderbolt 4

Thunderbolt 3

USB 3 / USB-A

USB-C
• Thunderbolt
4 / USB 4 ports
Thunderbolt
4
USB 3 / USB-A

• Thunderbolt 3 ports

Thunderbolt 3

USB-C

• USB-C ports

Thunderbolt + USB-C
USB-C

Thunderbolt +
USB-C
Thunderbolt 3 + USB-A
USB-C
Plug into Mac, PC, iPads,
docks, and hubs with:

• Thunderbolt 4 / USB 4 ports
USB-C

USB-C

• USB-C ports

Thunderbolt 4

USB 3 / USB-A

• USB 3 / USB-A ports
Thunderbolt 3

G U I D E

Thunderbolt 4

• USB 3 / USB-A ports
Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt34

USB-C
Thunderbolt
3

USB-C
USB 3 / USB-A

USB 3 / USB-A

USB 3 / USB-A

• Thunderbolt 4 / USB 4 ports
• Thunderbolt 3 portsThunderbolt 4

Thunderbolt 3
Thunderbolt 4

USB-C
Thunderbolt 3

Thunderbolt 4

USB-C
USB 3 / USB-A

• USB-C ports
Thunderbolt 3

USB 3 / USB-A

USB-C
USB 3 / USB-A

1-800-275-4576

+1-815-338-8685

www.macsales.com
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Hello Dual-Displays.

Now on Your M1 and M2 Mac.
OWC USB-C Dual HDMI 4K Display
Adapter with DisplayLink
Works with USB-C, Thunderbolt 3, Thunderbolt 4, & USB 4

Besides creating delightful dual-display nirvana with
Apple M1 and M2 Silicon Macs, you can easily use
this nifty, pixel-multiplying adapter with your
USB-C or Thunderbolt equipped Mac or PC.
Plus, charge your laptop too!

$119.00

owc.com/22w46a

NewerTech 8K USB-C to DisplayPort
Adapter

NewerTech 4K USB-C to HDMI
Adapter

Supports:

Supports:

Present and showcase TV, media, signage, presentations and more in glorious
8K resolution, or simply connect any resolution display you need. From watching
videos to digital signage… this adapter can do it all.

Connect your USB-C Mac, PC, iPad, and Chrome device to HDMI display with this
go-anywhere adapter. Stream sports, watch videos, play games, browse the web,
display digital signage on a 4K display, TV, or projector.

• High refresh rates

• Up to 4K maximum resolution

• HDR

• HDR

• Multichannel hi-def audio

• HDCP 2.2 content protection

$14.95 $9.97

$24.95 $19.99
owc.com/22w46b

OWC Thunderbolt to Dual DisplayPort
4K/5K/8K Adapter
Become a multi-tasking maven and connect up to
two displays to Thunderbolt 3 or Thunderbolt 4 Macs
including Intel, Apple M1 + M2 Macs. See it all - watch
videos, play games, create crisp digital signage walls,
and make eye-catching presentations on a DisplayPort
display or projector.

owc.com/22w46c

OWC Thunderbolt 3 mini Dock

Bus-Powered ‘Multi-Adapter’ with Dual 4K HDMI,
Dual USB + Gigabit Ethernet
• (2) HDMI Ports
• (1) USB 3.0 port
• (1) USB 2.0 port
• (1) Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) RJ-45 Port

$94.99 $79.00
Save $15.99

$149.00
owc.com/22w46d

Keep That Mac at Its Best With
OWC’s Upgrade & Repair Program
From processor upgrades, drives, and memory, to
repair service for broken screens, delamination,
keyboard, trackpads, & more….

Make your Mac run better than
new with OWC.
owc.com/22w46f
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Our Story

34 Years
Celebrating 34 years of service, the
company was founded in Woodstock,
Illinois in 1988 by Larry O'Connor

Now celebrating our 35th year of serving the Apple community with the best upgrades, gear, and
accessories. We cannot thank our customers enough for the opportunity to serve, dream big, and for
allowing us to do what we love so much each and every day.

3,000+
We've built a great library of 3,000+
products for Macs and iDevices.

We strive to deliver you a better return on your technology investments with an onward-and-upward focused
dedication to innovation, quality, and trust. You rely on us to provide dependable products and support,
without hesitation or compromise. We're committed to providing comprehensive educational content and
support necessary to ensure that your OWC experience is second to none.
Founded in Woodstock, IL in 1988 by Larry O'Connor, OWC is the premier online source for upgrade and
expansion products for Mac and iOS device users around the globe. Since 1988, the OWC family has
expanded to multiple USA-based campuses, and across the globe in Europe and Asia.

190+
Every year we ship to more than 190
countries to reach Mac enthusiasts the
world over.

On-Site Power Generation

Our commitment to giving more extends beyond our business and into the community.
We take environmental stewardship very seriously, and strive to improve our
environmental footprint by working towards 100% sustainability.
We generate power at our Woodstock, Illinois HQ both through solar generation with our
20,000 square foot rooftop solar array, as well as a 500kWh rated Vestas wind turbine.
Combined with large solar arrays at an additional IL site, and at our Austin, TX campus,
and extreme energy efficien , at those locations, we produce a significant amount o
the energy we consume there. Not only does this allow us to operate an environmentally
sustainable business, it also allows us to do so with a high return on investment in
power generation.
LEED® Certified Platinum
In March 2010, OWC’s corporate campus in
Woodstock, Illinois was designated LEED®
Platinum by the Green Building Certification
Institute.
815,000 kWh
Erected in 2009, our 194-foot-tall, Vestas
V39 wind turbine generates about 815,000
kWh of electricity per year.
325,000 kWh
Our solar array in Woodstock, IL generates
265,000 kWh of energy per year, and our
Austin, Texas array produces 60,000 kWh.

Think green!
owc.com/22w47a

Helpful + Friendly Support
We’re dedicated to delivering products, support and advice that allow you to go further with your Mac, iOS device,
gaming console and more. We strongly believe that you can always do-it-yourself, and our 100% FREE award-winning,
24/7 customer service department is always on-hand to help you with your upgrades.

© 2022 Other World Computing, Inc. All rights reserved. Aura, Data Doubler, Mercury Electra, Mercury Elite Pro, Mercury Extreme, Mercury Helios, Mercury On-The-Go, OWC Envoy, OWC, the OWC logo, SoftRAID, ThunderBay and ThunderBlade are
trademarks of New Concepts Development Corporation, registered in the U.S. and/or other countries. ClingOn, For All Computerkind, MacDrive, OWC Atlas Pro, OWC Atlas Pro Ultra, OWC Envoy Pro Elektron, OWC Express, OWC Mercury, OWC Rover
Pro, and OWC U2 Shuttle are trademarks of New Concepts Development Corporation. Apple, FireWire, iMac, iMac Pro, iPad, iPad Air, iPhone, Lightning, Mac, MacBook, MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac mini, Mac Pro, macOS, MagSafe, OS X, Retina,
SuperDrive, and Time Machine are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Thunderbolt and the Thunderbolt logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other marks may be the trademark or
registered trademark property of their owners. VOYAGER trademark used under a license from the owner of U.S. Registration No. 3,089,301. Prices, specifications and vailability are subject to change without notice. Items returned within 30 days may
be subject to a restocking fee. No return will be accepted without a Return Merchandise Authorization number. All Apple products/devices are not included, unless otherwise noted. Warranty terms may vary by product. *Free Shipping on qualifying
orders shipped within the contiguous 48 states. See www.macsales.com/shipping for details. See www.macsales.com/tos for full terms and conditions.
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8 Galaxy Way
Woodstock, IL 60098
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OWC ASIA INC

原形研發股份有限公司
TEL : +886-2-8913-1618

@PoweredByOWC

OWC Holiday Specials
Choose from hundreds of goodies
to give as a gift or to self gift!

Holiday Deals Delivered Straight to
Your Inbox!
Sign up for our email list and receive special offers
created just for OWC subscribers, plus exciting
product releases, advance pre-orders, the latest Mac
news, and more.

owc.com/22w48a

owc.com/22w48b

iPad not included.

OWC Mercury Pro SSD
High-Speed Thunderbolt Array

Apple Magic Keyboard Case
with Trackpad for iPad 12.9" Pro

Apple USB-C 96 Watt Charger

OWC Elektron Super Small / Fast

NewerTech Voyager Dock

'Luxury' Lightning to USB Cable

OWC Mercury Pro 14X Read &
Write Blu-ray, DVD, CD

30FPS HD Live 1080P Webcam

Apple USB-C to USB-A, USB-C,
and VGA Multiport Adapter

OWC Thunderbolt + USB-C Cable

Blazing-fast. 2200MB/s sustained speeds.
8.0TB only $899.00

Incredible look + feel + durability with
leather stitch. Great Gift!
$29.95 $14.88

Beautiful, functional + protective case.
$349.00 $219.00

Zero-energy archive storage + more.
$168.94 $124.99

Charge all Apple laptops and iPads via
USB-C port.
$79.00 $67.99

LED ring light for improves definition
shadow reduction. *TOP RATED CAM*
$99.99 $28.99

Our latest, smallest, USB 3 + USB-C drive.
1000MB/s + water proof + crush proof.
1.0TB only $149.00

Connect USB-A + Power + VGA all-in-one.
$69.00 $18.99

WIRELESS!

Plug-and-play USB 3.0 / 2.0 drive dock for
2.5/3.5-inch SATA HDDs & SSDs
$49.95 $34.99

All-in-one, no guessing, universal cable.
Up to 40Gb/s. 100 Watt Power.
1.0 Meter only $39.99 $34.00

WIRELESS!
WOW!

OWC Envoy Express

The first + only Thunderbolt certified SS
kit. Install NVMe/PCIe M.2 2280 SSDs.
DIY SSD enclosure only $79.00

Apple Magic Mouse 2

Space gray, sleek, wireless, Multi-Touch
gesture control + rechargeable battery.
$99.00 $78.99

USB + Lightning Car Charger

Fast charge any Lightning equipped device
plus another USB device!
$27.99 $0.76
Rugged + Cool,
Classic, See your
Drive Design!

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Dual RAID
Install dual 3.5-inch drives to build a
massive RAID array. USB + eSATA
DIY enclosure only $89.00

iMac + Mac mini OWC Memory
Upgrade Intel Mac minis & 5K iMacs.
More OWC RAM = FASTER Mac
64GB only $176.99

OWC On-the-Go

SuperSpeed meets Super Portability. For any
2.5-inch SATA SSD or HDD–up to 500MB/s.
Enclosure DIY now just $29.00

OWC 72 Piece Master Tool Kit

The ultimate tool kit for your Mac, PC,
devices, tablet, electronics and more.
$49.95 $34.99

Apple Magic TrackPad 2

Edge-to-edge glass surface. Swipe, click,
or force press anywhere with comfort.
$129.00 $89.99

WIRELESS!

Apple Magic Keyboard

Full-sized + wireless + long life battery life.
connect / use / charge via USB Lighting.
$129.00 $89.99

2.0TB OWC miniStack Drive

High-performance USB 3 in mini-sized
footprint. Great for any system!
$149.00

